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ENJOYED THEIR FIELD DAY

Workers Council Demands
That She Handle the Re

construction Funds

Patriarchs Militant Came, Saw and Conquered.—Very
Interesting Events On The Program

BPW’S NEW PRESIDENT

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE PASSING OF MR. CURTIS

Volume 88.................... Number 68
i THE ROCKLAND LIONS

Miss Bertha Hudson Runs a Farm
Albert J. Elliot of Thomaston
And Is a Sure Enough Business
Distinguished Member of Knox County Summer Colony
Is New Head of the Or
Woman

Was of World Prominence

ganization

Members of the local BPW Club
Dissatisfaction with the present
"Music hath charms," and yester
will read with Interest about the new
Cyrus II. K Curtis, noted publisher' In human happiness, in learning, day it soothed the tame Lions wha
Rockland yesterday vlrwed a fine sent, timed to reach him while a toast
method of using the Reconstruction
president of the State Federation of
to the Maine Department was being
and a leading member of the Knox | civic decency or ln advancing the foregather at Hotel Rockland ijar
Finance Corporation's fund in this lot of men and women, representing
BPW Clubs—Miss Bertha A. Hudson 1 gounty summer colony, with estate high cause of progress through eduproposed
:
their noonday luncheon. The music
two
branches
of
Odd
Fellowship
—
city leads us to demand that the
"Across the States the Maine Odd of Winthrop. She is of the new order 1 on the shore at Rockport, died at his cation.
was vocal the singer being Mrs.
the
Department
of
Maine,
Patriarchs
Fellows greet you. We are standing of business woman, being promi- j home at Wyncote, a suburb of PliilaIt was at a conference on his yacht Oladys Jones Morgan, whose popu
•••
•* services of Lenore W. Benner be se
Militant;
and
the
Maine
Associa

Great works are performed not •* cured for handling the finances.
now with lifted glasses and hope some nently identified with her father E. delPhia- at 2 a m- Wednesday, alter' that the germ of the idea for the lm- larity achieved on the occasion of
by strength but by perseverance. —
O Hudson, and her brothers, Russell |
lllness IoUowmK a hcarl atlack a i mense Benjamin Franklin Memorial j prev;olui appearances tefore lhu
tion of Ladies Auxiliaries. The city day we will meet you.”
We
have
no
objection
to
having
— —Johnson.
•••
The sessions of the Maine Associa
•••
•* part of this money applied to the greeted them with a display of flags
other local service clubs was greatly
tion of Ladies' Auxiliaries was pre and Myrton T. Hudson, in the con
augmented yesterday when she sang
poor department for the relief of the
sided over by Mrs. Effie Page of Wa ducting of a large truck gardening
CAMDEN WANTS “F. D."
“Thank Ood For a Oarden," "Home
destitute, for while this was perhaps
terville.
Memorial services were business at their Winthrop farm.
On the Range," a Negro spiritual and
not the purpose of the loan, every- j
conducted by Mrs Fredella Hilton ol For the past two years she has been
On behalf of committees of the
’•Treed." The selections offered a
body has got to eat whethe he can
Augusta. Mrs. Inez Crosby of Cam chairman of the credentials commit
wide range and were received with
Chamber of Commerce, Board of work or not.
den, Mrs Aurea Adams of Portland
an appreciation to be expressed only
tee
of
the
State
organization
and
has
Trade and American Legion of Cam
We consider Miss Benner the best
and Mrs. Florence Sturgeon of Port
by the word delight. Miss Margaret
den, Representative Moran has in qualified of any person in town to j
land were named as representatives been president of the Winthrop BPW
Stahl was the accompanist.
to visit the Patriarchs Militant and Club for the past two years.
vited President Roosevelt to put ln handle this money*—judged by past'
The speaker was Dr. Walter D.
experience—and in begging her to ■
' extend greetings from the Auxiliary^ Her vocation is farming and she
to Camden for a community celebra
Hall whose travels in Mexico years
accept the trust we want to thank
The Association elected these officers: specializes in poultry and eggs and
ago provided him with an apparent
tion there when the President is on her for what she has done in the past.
President—Mrs. Edith B Needhw?’
ly endless fund of descriptive maihas
worked
up
a
business
ln
garden
his coastwise cruise to Eastport and
Workers Council of Rockland.
of Woodfords
ter. He has appeared before the club
produce
among
the
summer
camps
Rockland. June 7.
Campobello later this month. The
Vice President—Mrs. Nancy Flint o!
on numerous occasions and hls
surrounding Winthrop. New York
Old Town.
uncertainty of adjournment of Con
brother Lions always have an Es
LIGHTHOUSE CHANGES
Secretary
—
Mrs.
Gwendolyn
S.
was
Miss Hudson's early home, but
gress makes makes the cruise uncer
pecial welcome for him as speaker.
Jordan of Portland.
she has lived in Winthrop for the
Yesterday he described a trip over
tain and the President may have to
Superintendent of lighthouses, an
Treasurer—Mrs Minnie C. Nichols past 23 years. She is regent of Pa
the famous old highway between
abandon it if Congress sits until nounces these changes:
of Augusta.
tience
Stanley
Chapter,
D.A.R.,
a
Vera Cruz to Mexico City—a climb
Isle au Haut Light Station—Light
July, for in that month ne plans to go
These officers were installed by member of Winthrop Orange. East
of 8000 feet out of the canyon coun
N
Y.,
to
be
changed
to
flashing
red
with
to hls home in Hyde Park,
Mrs. Crosby of Camden, a past presi ern Star, the American Legion Aux
try onto a tableland, with a corres
white sector and fog bell perma
for a fortnight.
dent. assisted by Major Needham, to- iliary. and is treasurer of the Win
ponding change of scenery, and a
nently discontinued about June 27.
i gether with a detail of six members throp Literary Club.
view of Aztec ruins.
| Light will show flash of .3 second
of Ridgeley Auxiliary under the di
Thc Lions Club elected these offi
Miss
Hudson
has
visited
Rockland
Luke
S.
Davis
who
marched
at
thr
duration every three seconds, of 65
rection of Mrs. Martha Libby.
cers:
during State committee meetings,
head of the uniformed Odd Fel
candlepower In red and 210 candleAt Odd Fellows hall the mustering
President. Albert B. Elliot; vice
and those who had the pleasure ot
lows hi yesterday’s parade,
MARTINSVILLE GRANGE HALL power in white sector.
oeremory was conferred upon one
president. A. W. Oregory; Lion
FRIDAY NIGHT,' JUNE 9
Dice Head Light Station—Fog bell j------------------------------------------------ candidate by Island City Auxiliary ol meeting her will recall her charm
ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA
tamer, Richard F Saville; tail
to be permanently discontinued ; and much better weather than any Old Town, and this was followed by and ability.
Admission 25 Cents
twister. C. Earle Ludwick; secretary
'
of
the
prognosticators
had
dared
I about June 27.
a military drill by Augusta Auxiliary
A.
E. Brunberg; treasurer, Ralph E.
THIS
SPEAKS
WELL
promise. All of the details of thc Degree work and drill were highly
Nutt;
directors. Ralph L. Smith and
tion. marched behind the Patriarchs i comment as the storln of apDr. Dana 6. Newman.
Large Percentage Of Rockland High
out, and tt is hoped and believed I pla'use indicated,
Pupils Make Honor Grades
that all of the visitors had a good
LIMEROCK POMONA
time.
Yesterday's parade was preceded
Principal Blaisdell has been noti
Limerock Valley Pomona Orange
Tuesday was devoted to the busi by a band concert and flag raising ced by the State Department of
Will meet with Pleasant River Orange
ness sessions of the two organiza in front of Odd Fellows' hall on Education that of Rockland High
at Vinalhaven Saturday with the
tions. the Patriarchs meeting at Odd School street, these events being at
following program;
School
graduates
in
Maine
colleges,
Fellows hall and the Auxiliary Asso tended by an interested body ol
Greeting, Curtis Webster, worthy
ciation meeting ln American Legion spectators. The visitors expressed 30 percent taking the required sub- j year ag0 He would have' been 83 and Franklin Institute Museum in master host Orange; response, Na
Philadelphia was born, and it was Mr.
surprise that Rockland had such a Jects have made honor grades for j years old on June 18.
hall.
than B. Hopkins, master Pomona;
At
Curtis's bedside were hls Curtis who consented to become the vocal solo, Alice Blanchard; address.
Between the afternoon and eve- fine band and praised it frequently 193'’ and 41 percent for the first
_ , on daughter, Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis President of the Benjamin Franklin
ning sessions an excellent supper was during the concert and parade
Bok; two grandsons, W. Curtis Bok Mt morial Inc., and its most benetl- State Lecturer A P. Howes; dlscusserved to 125 at Odd Fellows hall.
The only Cantons to march as a half of t e pre-en year
plles
to
University
of
Maine.
Bow
*
! and Qary w
jjrs. jOhn C.1 cent patron. To It, he gave $2 0001)00 sioh—Ways to Economize, opened by
among the special guests being body were Lafayette or Rockland
C. Meservey F. Ames. Curtis Webster,
A lover of the beautiful, one of hls
Mayor Charles M. Richardson, who I‘Captain Alfred C. Prescott); Moll- doin. Bates and Colby, and Includes Martin. a step-daughter, and Mr.
Lloyd Crockett; violin solo, E. A.
Martin, vice president of the Curtis- chief interests was music, an Interest
cordially welcomed the city's visitors, neaux of Camden (Captain Bert Mudents in all the classes.
Smalley; talk—"The Island Oranges.’
The report is particularly gratify- j Martin newspapers; Mrs. Pearson which manifested itself early in his by the man who organized them,
Brigadier-Oaneral Herman E. Me- Crosby); and Vinalhaven of VinalWells of Detroit, a stepdaughter; youth.
Kenney of Auburn presided over the haven (Captain Emil Coombs)
as t re were on y wo or
Martin E Rah fuss, Philadelphia,
As a boy he was thrilled by the Oeorge E. Nash; roll call—A Natural
Patriarchs in his capacity as depart- Various other parts of the State ing
beauty spot near us, members of
other schools (high and prep) In the ;
ment oommander. Other officers in were well represented however, and State with a higher percentage, and and Dr Freeman F Brown of Rock- playing of Hermann Kotzschmar, an Vinalhaven Orange or what I enjoyed
Soldier. Tramping down lli.lor* . Higbwav. in thr a.lnunding
close
oflk-ial picture, oi the Great »orld War! Clow-up virw. oi
thelr stations were Major Leon E. there were many department and hese only slightly higher. Several land, who had been with Mr. Curtis organist in Portland, and a
most on this trip, by visiting mem
hand-to-hand combat, lo thr death! Airplane, bring .hot down!
ThU
Robblns of Kittery, adjutant, and regimental officers in line. The of the Rockland students are making as his attendant physician since the friend of the boy's father
bers; piano duet, Leola Smith. Agnes
A giant irpprlin neat flaming into the wa! A thou»and men dead
friendship was commemorated tn Mr
Major Edward M Needham ot ranking Patriarch ln the parade was the dean's list and reporting A and : first of the year.
Smalley; reading, Florence Lamson;
ami
dving on UH
the battlefield!
HI
HI UVII1£
Mrs. Curtis died just over a year Curtis’ name.
Woodfords quartermaster.
Will C. Miller of Augusta, who has B ranking. The general high re
vocal .solo. Flora Brown; reading,
While thc Kotzschmar Memorial
ago. May 31. 1932. shortly after her
The membership of the Maine De- been at the head of the national orViolet Baum.
sults attained by all reflect the high
organ
in
Portland's
City
Hall
is
the
; husband suffered his heart attack.
partment of Patriarchs Militant is i ganization.
8teamer Castine will leave Camden
standard Principal Blaisdell main
Funeral services are to be held original and best known Instance ot at 8 o'clock and Rockland at 9 o'clock,
1221, a slight loss from last year.
a platoon of white clad women
tains In our High School.
If
TERRIFYING PICTURE
Friday afternoon and burial will be Cyrus H. K. Curtis' local philan daylight.
owing to conditions which have ere- representing the Auxiliary Associa
Wessaweskeag Q.rangr
Authentic wenes oi the World War* major
I in West Laurel Hill cemetery. The thropies. he was generous almost to Band will play on the boat.
ated similar losses in other organiza- tion marched behind the Patrtarc’
battle.. Never have vou wen am
like it.
STRAND THEATRE
' Portland Men's Singing Club of 40 a fault with his great fortune as a
tions. Memorial services were con- Militant, and others rode in autos,
\ An education and a moral Ic—on ior all human- Z
voices, and of which Mr. Curtis was public benefactor In numerous Maine
WE RECEIVE A COMPLIMENT
its! It vhotdd be wen bv all men. u.ooen ami
/I
ducted by Major Needham for the 12
The parade was handled in most
C. | an honorary member, will be present, localities as well as in his native city
ciuldrrn who have the courage lo look al ill £
Peggy Hopkins Joyce. W
members who have died during the excellent manner by Luke S. DavU
"Every Maine weekly that was In
Fields, Rudy Vallee, Stuart Erwin. Replying to a question presented to I of Portland
year•
in the capacity of grand marshal.
;eorge
Bums
and
Oracle
AUen,
Sari
100
Prominent
men
lfi,the
country
as
His
financial
aid
for
local
instltuoperation
before the depression, is
Merton F. Banks of Bangor.
After this event many of the Pa
colonel of the Second Regiment, was triarchs and Auxiliary member: Marltza, Col. S'.oopnagle and Budd t/\ what vmviiM ha hie “nit imni p tlons in repent vparx was as follows: still in operation today. That is a
choice" if he had only 24 hours to Maine Oeneral Hospital. (250,000; record. That is a tribute to the
present at the business sessions, to- a,ere whisked away to Spruce Head
Cab Calloway and his Orchestra, live, Mr Curtis said he would choose Portland Boys' Club, $100,000; Y. W. community newspuper industry of
ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF THE 1933 SEASON OF
gether with Lieut. Col. Carl A. Jordan inland where they enjoyed a deof Portland, acting colonel of the jig-htful shore dinner right on the and Baby Rose Marie head tlie all- to hear the Portland Men's Singing C. A and Y. M C. A $25,000 each; which publishers may be proud. It
Portland Public Library, $10,000; and i/ proof definite that the commu
First Regiment since Leroy E Leon- edge of the Mfan The feast was -'.ar cast of stage, screen ar.d radio Club sing the Kotzschmar Hymn.
Woodford's Parish House, a liberal nity weekly newspaper is needed in
ard was transferred to Boston.
provided by Mrs. Maker, proprietoi .averites in “International Hbae"
Cyrus
Hermann
Kotzschmar
Cur

(FOR BOYS FROM SIX TO SIXTEENl
sum.
our national life.—Brunswick Record
The Patriarchs listened with much j gj j^-gie^ge jnn> whose ears would Friday and Satuiday
tis's life s'.ory forms one of the epic Other donations in Maine include
“And Maine has some exception
interest
to
a
letter
written
by
E.
E.
have
burned
a
peony
red
had
sh
"International
House"
is
one
of
HOBBS' LAKE—HOPE, MAINE
Lambert, of Des Moines, general heard all of the nice things said '.he moot lavishly-produced films chapters In the history of American Bowdoin College, $935,000; North ally fine weeklies. Take the Nor
Yarmouth Academy. $250,000; Frye- way Advertiser, the Rockland Cou
July 6th to August 24th
commanding, who was at that mo- about lt.
ever to leave Hollywood, and its cast journalism.
At 15 he became a publisher, issu- burg Academy; $100,000;
Knox rier-Oazette, the Didependent Re
i ment in attendance upon a departincludes
probably
more
and
bigger
For Information Address
In the afternoon there were sight
lng thc weekly magazine "Young I County Hospital ln Rockland. $175.- porter at Skowhegan or the Piscat
1 ment meeting in Oconto, Wisconsin. seeing trips. In the course of which names" than ever before were as
PHILLIP A. JONES, Owner & Director, Hope, Me.
By way of response this telegram was many of the visitors were shown sembled for one picture: Its music j Anterica" In partnership with a 000; Oen. Knox Memorial Assocta- aquis Observer for a few examples."
youth of hls own age. At his death j tion in Thomaston, $101,000; Camden The above clipping from the
68-69
through the State Prison and "Mont is lively and fresh, and at least two he owned tlie Saturday Evening Post, Yacht Club clubhouse. $75,000; Maine
Lewiston Journal is much appreciat
of its numbers. "Thank Heaven For
pelier."
You," sung by Rudy Vallee, and “My founded by Benjamin Franklin more Wesleyan Seminary and Maine Pub- ed by this newspaper, which how
....
ever must add the amendment that
Blue Bird's Singing the Blues." sung than 200 years ago. The Ladies' Home licity Bureau. $10,000 each.
The concluding reature, staged by Baby Rose Marie, are already Journal. The Country Gentleman,
Camden Hospital, the Camden Epis lt ls a tri-weekly—three nice issues a
PIONEER PAVILION
last night at the High School build popular favorites. Cab Calloway and The Ledger and Evening Ledger, the copal and Congregational Churches week instead of one.
EAST UNION
ing was the decoration of chivalry hls band sing und play, respectively New York Evening Post and the and local enterprises In the town
and military ball. Those who re "Reefer Man,” one of his hit tunes Philadelphia Inquirer.
where he has long had his summer YOUR FAVORITE POEM
I, Edward C. Payson, of Rockland, Maine, hereby
Noted for his philanthropies, Mr. home, also have shared ln his many
ceived the decoration were Capt. H The plot deals with a group of big
T. B. Leeman of Bath and Capt •.uslness representatives from all over Curtis was a devout believer in the generous gifts in Maine and he has a If I had to live my life again I would
Music By
give notice that I have been appointed by the Su
have made a rule to read .some poetry
listen to some music at least once
ROBBINS' ORCHESTRA Leroy Alley of Camden. It was lm he world who are assembled in a homely axiom, "Heaven helps those .similar record in and around Phila and
a week. The loaa of these tastes ls a losa
preme Judicial Court Special Master for the purpose
presslvely conferred by Brigadier hinese hotel to outbid each otly who help themselves." I11 his Ute- delphia, where he accumulated many of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Men 35c; Ladle* 15
on a marvelous new invention. The time, he gave many millions, but his millions in a long and successful
of receiving, ascertaining and fixing all claims of
Oeneral McKenney.
A MAN'S A MAN FOR A* THAT
8.30 Standard Time
complications that result are highly friends assert that not one dollar business career. Large organs were Is there for honest poverty
This
was
the
fourth
time
that
thc
53Th-S-tf
priority against the Security Trust Co., and 1 have
That hlngs hls head, and a* that?
was given where it would not bear installed in both Camden churches
Department Council has met ln humoioufi.—adv
The coward slave we pass him by.
fixed Monday, June 12th, 1933, at 9 o'clock in the
fruit, whether the fruit was increase j at his expense.
Rockland, with a field day, the othei
We dare be poor for a’ that!
MEMORIES OF BOYHOOD
For a* that and a* that.
dates having been 1896, 1907 and
forenoon, Standard Time, as the time, and the Law
Our tolls obscure, and a' that.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
CUTTING OUT THE TRACKS ; County; from Oquossoc to Kenne- The rank la but the guinea stamp.
1923
Library at the Court House in said Rockland, as the
The man’s the gowd for a* that.
My aoul Is filled with sadness.
Canton Lafayette which did the
------' bago, eleven miles, in Franklin and
My heart ts sore with pain.
What
though a homely fare we dine.
place of the first meeting to hear such claims.
A
Washington
special
states
tha:
oxford
Counties,
and
from
Austin
When I think of far-off boyhood days
honors very creditably has these of
Wear hoddln-grey. an* a’ that?
That wlll never come again.
the
Maine
Central
Railroad
has
Ole
foola
thelr silk, and knaves thelr
fleers:
Alfred
C.
Prescott
captain
Junction
to
Kineo
Station,
fifty-one
1 can see my gray-halred mother,
Wanks a Reliable Man As
wine.
All claims should be presented in writing and sup
To me so dear and fair.
been authorized by the Interstate miles, ln Somerset County. The
'
Milton
V.
Rollins
lieutenant,
and
A
man's
a man for a* that:
BUSINESS MANAGER
As she tolled along life's Journey,
Conferee Commission to abandon revenues derived frotifl operation of
For a* that an* a* that.
WltU Its sorrows and Its cafe.
ported by affidavit.
J James Aylward ensign.
Lendon
For Coming Season
Thelr tinsel show an' a’ that.
operation of three sections of its thc three branches have fallen off The
honest man. tho' e'er so poor.
JacksOn lg major of the third bat
Give References and Salary
How often In those golden days.
Is king o' men for a* that.
railroad
in
Maine
totaling
seventyWith
my
gun
and
faithful
hound.
Expected
1
talion. An old-timer who has par
heavily
and
the
company
wishes
to
EDWARD C. PAYSON,
I've hunting gone and listened
three miles. The sections to be suspend operations. The tracks wiil
Ye see yon blrkle ca'd a lord.
For hls warnings welcome sound.
ticipated in all four of the local
Wha struts an’ stares an' a’ that;
Special Master
IVAN M. SCOTT, Pre«. field days is Oliver B. Lovejoy—one No sweeter music ever came
abandoned are those from Woodland remain with the possibility that op
Tho’ hundreds worship at hls word,
To stir the blood In me.
WALDOBORO, ME.
He'a but a culf for a’ that:
Junction to Princeton, approximate erations may be resumed' later. We
When by that eager voice I knew
of the active workers on this occa
For a' that an' a’ that.
68’lt
Old Fox waa running free.
67-69
ly eleven miles, in Washington sympathize with the towns thus cut
Hls ribbands, star, an* a* that:
sion.
The man o’ Independent mind
Hours snd days we’ve chased In vain.
off,, sincerely hoping that the con
He looks an* laughs at a* that.
And then our luck would come again.
My Winchester would bellow our call
tinued drive of things against the
A prince can mak a belted knight
And Reynard would take hls Hnal fall.
A marquis, duke, an' a' that.
country's railroads may never ex
The dog would wag hls tali, to say
an honest man's aboon hls might;
IN NEW YORK CITY
"Bert, old boy. It's a perfect day:"
Fiend so far as to compel the lopping But
Ould
faith, he mauna fa* that!
Though
miles
from
home,
tired
and
AT COMMUNITY HALL
BAY
OR
LAND
For
a' that, an* a* that.
spent.
off of the Knox & Lincoln branch
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
SPRUCE HEAD
Thelr dignities, an' a' that.
Back we would travel, happy, con
In My Office or At Your Home
That would be a catastrophe in The pith o’ sense an’ pride o' worth
SATURDAY NIGHT, JUNE 1#
tent.
To or From Summer Homes
SINOll *1*50
50 DOUIll
Are higher rank than a' that.
Only
Music by RHYTHM KINGS
deed.
38 ft Cruiser—All Facilities
Direction oTE. J. Carrol
Those Joyous days and my dog are
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time
Then
let us pray that come It may
gone.
worn YORK - 7th Av*. «nd 36th Si. — 1 minute Penn. Station
Square and Round Dances
DEEP SEA FISHING
(As come lt will for a' that)
No more shall I hear hls cull.
Those
attending
thc
Spruce
Head
HOTIL ORAND—Broadway end 31 at St—S minutet Penn. Stetion
That
sense an’ worth, o'er a' the
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c
This Offer Is For a Limited Time
That truest friend and companion.
Capable Skipper
earth
Every day In the fall!
* HOTIL (MDICOTT-Columbus Ave. end 81st St.—Opposite Perk
Crockett’s Bus will take those
dance Saturday night will be given
Shall bear the gree. an' a' that:
And those dear old hills and valleys,
Make Reservations of
HOTIL MARTHA WASHINOTON for Women - S9 Eesl Wth Si.
wishing to attend dance from Cam
that an' a that.
Ne'er shall they see us more.
free transportation via Crockett’s ForIt’sa' cornin
’ yet for a' that.
den, Rockport and Rockland Free,
For soon I too shall be numbered
Cor. Broadway and Limerock St.
That
man
to man, the world o’er
bus which leaves the waiting room
IN CHICAGO
IN BOSTON
leaving waiting room, Rockland, at
With those who have gone before.
V. P. HALL, Rockland
Telephone H84-J
Shall brlthers t>e for a' that.
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. & No. Clark St. $1.50 up
Hotel Manfer, No. Station, 92.50 up.
8 o'clock, standard.
62Th-tt
Bert E Cunningham.
at 8 o'clock standard.
68-69
—Robert Burns.
67-69

DANCE

PARK

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

THIS/PltTURE

Tb/Ag

drive

HATCHET MOUNTAIN CAMP

DANCE

SPECIAL MASTER’S NOTICE

Every Saturday Evg.

Maine Blueberry
Growers, Inc.

TRANSFER SERVICE

OSTEOPATHIC
TREATMENTS

DANCE

• *9

$1.00

Dr. Clara Tuttle

Searsmont, Me.

1
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CAUGHT THE FEMININE EYE

TRREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Well done, thou good and faith
ful servant; thou hast been faithful
over a few things, I will make thee
ruler over many things: enter thou
into the Joy of thy lord.—Matt. 25:21.

Every-0 ther-Day

CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Pcttaplece,

Second Style Show At Senter Crane’s An Interesting J (Helen Bennett) of 30 James street,
I Ottawa, Canada, are receiving con
Revelation Of Season’s Offerings
gratulations on the birth of a daugh

ter, June 2.
Interest is Increasing in Camden's
McCALL PATTERNS IN STOCK; ALSO HOLLYWOOD’S AT 15 CENTS
With every scat taken and dozens f which will be more popular this sea
Full Gospel Mission. Many gathered
standing both afternoons, the second s°n than the slacks of last summer at the open air service Saturday eve
fashion show sponsored by thc Mc The model shown was of plaid ging ning before the regular service, when
ham in tones of brown, the tap fash
CYRUS II. K. CURTIS
a large delegation from thc Thomas
Call Pattern Service was presented
ioned somewhat like an overall top,
ton Mission was present, their pastor
at
the
Senter
Crane
store
Monday
with bib and suspenders, the skirt
It was a year ago that Cyrus H.
bringing a message from Rev. 3:20
K Curtis, smitten by a serious at and Tuesday. Sally B. Miller, again fairly long and full. It is worn with A special selection was enjoyed sung
tack upon the heart, for the first directed, and with her alert manner, a small sports coat and beret, and
by little Annie Childs, entitled "You've
time in his busy life of more than enthusiasm and excellent diction, makes a classy looking rig.
Got to Get Down and Pray."
Other striking models were: A
three-score years stepped out of the
Mrs. Josef Hofmann and children
was most convincing. These charm
ranks in which he had been so
shirtwaist dress after Renal made of
have arrived from Philadelphia to
ing
young
women
modeled:
Mks.
prominent a figure and took up the
green and white broadcloth in hair spend the summer in Camden. Mr
contest for renewed health. It was Ernest Keywood. Miss Agnes Flana line stripes; a sports ln airway blue
• •
Hofmann will arrive later in the
a brave fight he made of it, patient gan. Miss Joan Moulaison, Miss Betty shantung; a two-color sports ensem
season.
and uncomplaining, responsive to LeSan, Mrs. Borden Gray, Miss Jane ble after Viennot, shown in yellow
Rev. and Mrs. Leroy A. Campbell
the care and affection by which he
and white, worn with a small sleeve- are in Newton
and on Wed.
McKay, Mrs. O. E. Wishman.
was hourly surrounded, and yield
less Jacket; a sunback cape ensemble ncsday attendfd the graduanon exer
Mrs. Miller told how designers
ing himself at the last with
after Vera Borea. %f white combined cUcs of Andover-Newton Theological
Christian resignation. It ls the from the company are sent abroad with Watteau pink in button trim | seminary
passing of a figure long conspicuous every three moths who brin back and in the small cape; an afternoon ' Mlss Harrlrt L G111 entertains the
ln the business world, rising from not photographed models, but the dress after Lucile Paray, of Egyptian Tuesday Contract Club this week on
the smallest beginnings to be
• actual garment which in thc McCall green crinkle crepe, particularly Friday at Camp Aldcrmere. Lake Mcrecognized as the foremost pub
good for large women; a two-tone gunticook.
lisher of his day and for a philan work shops is adapted to the needs cape and Jumper ensemble after
. . • .
thropy whose millions were wisely of the American Woman. These Bruyere. shown in beige and brown;
Mrs. Mary E. Norton
NAVY BLUE
distributed.
designers must have vision, not only a three-piece sujt after Vionnet, of
Mary E„ widow of Frank Norton,
OXFORD OREY
The quarter of a century during for the present fashion needs, but for white waffled pique, worn with a died at her home on Mountain street
LIGHT OREY
which Mr. Curtis made here his tihe needs of six months hence. natty tailored ’blouse of red haylo i Tuesday. Mrs. Norton was bom in
TAN
summer home afforded a close ac Prom these Paris models brought check; a daytime frock after Goupy Palermo and flad lived in Camden
quaintance with its people, many back to America come the McCall of white crepe combined with naw for the past 18 years. She leaves one
of whom he honored with his con printed patterns - “the foolproof pat and white check, made with cape daughter Miss Emma Norton, two
fidence and friendship. It was a tern" it is often .termed, due to its trim and worn with sung tailored hat sons Keith and Glenn, and a sister
Suede Leather Jackets $5.95- Flannel Jackets $1.98, $2.98
corner of Maine, his native State,
excellent design and clarity. Tlie with nose veil; plaid' evening frock Mrs. Nelson Young, all of this place
especially dear to him. The extent
present McCall pattern has two new of white and black voile with wired She was a member of Seaside Chap- '
of his gifts to it may not be fully
points - there are now two printed organdie frills, this model worn by *«. O.E5., and Megunticook Grange
catalogued, but Camden would un
lines on the outer edge of the pat Katherine Hepburn in "Bill or 1 The funeral will be held Thursday
doubtedly stand first as recipient of
tern pieces, with a scissors' width be- Divorcement"; pastel dancing frock, at 2 o’clock. Rev. Albert E Luce offihis various generosities. His con
Full Size
• tween provided as leeway for cut particularly good for garden parties, elating, and interment ln Mountain,
This Lot Only
Size 66x80; value $1 50
tributions to the Rockland hospital
Rose, Blue, Gold, Orchid, Green
ting goods, and now with each pat- graduation affairs and dance parties street cemetery.
and to the Knox Memorial at
* ..
_
.
'
-- tern come$ a printed chart, showing made of pastel voile in shades of blue
Thomaston were much above the ■
Mrs. Minnie M. Huntley
the complete layout and giving each and pink combined with plain blue
quarter-million mark—all of these
Minnie M , wife of Noble C, Huntstep of the making. Again Mrs worn with large picture hat of blue
contributions given into the hands
ley, died Wednesday at her home on
Miller stressed the three outstand- horsehair; and a semi-evening gown
of our people with no other exac
Pearl street. She was born in Rock
ing points of McCall patterns-sim- °f plaided voile of white, red and
tion than that they should be ad
port. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
and black, with elaborate armhole frills.
ministered for the good of the plicity of ^outline, accuracy
Sylvester and besides her husband
Other
stunning
models
were
after
mode.
community.
is survived by one daughter Mrs.
LANVIN L AME PERDUE (Lost
Lanvin. Patou, Mirande, AugusWhite, Pink, Tea Rose
From every part of our own
Ralph Beverage, a son Archie, ot
Soul),
dr. $1.00
SURPRISE SALE OF SILKS
tabernard, Ohanel, Renal. Lyolenc
Colors
prevailing
for
summer
country as well as from abroad will
Camden, brother Fred Sylvester ot
LANVIN SCAN’DEL,
dr. $1.00
and Mainbocher.
s
come testimonials of affection for fashions arc bewilderingly lovely,
Boston and two sisters sirs. Harold
LANVIN
PETALES
PROISSES,
No more at this price
the hiemory of this great and good Mrs. Miller told her audiences—
Waldron and Mrs. George Palmer oi
i Crushed Petals),
dr. $1.00
A high light of the show was the Rock]and.
Huntley was a memAmerican, and sorrow over his loss. Egyptian green, airway blue. Eleanor
of the chestnut Street Baptist
In none of these utterances will blue, melon poppyglow. Watteau announcement of prize winners in
there sound a deeper note of sin pink biege, love-apple red cherry ruby the McCall sewing contest ending church and Seaside Chapter. OEi>
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
cerity than is experienced in this scarlet. White is unusually good, in June ljt- and the showing of some Funeral services will be held Saturport of Maine, which Mr. Curtis fact, it is called a "white summer'. of thc winning models. In the da,v at 2 o'clock. Rev. Leroy A Camp- “
will be manner that outdoes fiction— lesloved, and who never had occasion although all shades of red are being women's division, prizes of $2 50 eachofficiating and interment
Rockport.
! son which will impress everybody
to doubt his being equally beloved somewhat stressed. The combination | were awarded to Mrs. Sidney Snow
i
of
red
and
white
is
used
in
many
of
Rockpcrt,
for
a
woman's
dress
of
___________
with the conviction that there must
by its people.
striking ways. All blues are worn Eleanor blue silk crepe with hand
PARK THEATRE,
never be a repetition of it. The
! particularly the shades similar to embroidered trim and small deThis popular picture house is now graphic scenes will furnish an obPERILS OF BASEBALL
, Eleanor blue. Brown and rust are tachabie cape; and Mrs. C^rl O open on Fridays and Saturdays, and ject lesson never to be forgotten
I coming in again strong for fall.
Nelson, for children's dress, hat and the feature this week will be the of- With this outstanding feature will
In a baseball game at Kingstree
In the new materials are found Pocket book, made of red and white ficial war picture "The Big Drive." be a selected program of newsreel
CLOVERBLOOM
S. C., John K. Fairey, pitcher for the
i new names: rough crepe, flat crepe, check gingham; Mrs. Nelson's little The horrors of war are here told in a and comedy—no serials.—adv.
FULL CREAM
town high schcol, hurled the ball j
crepe pique, silk pique, lacelin, San- Birl modeled this ensemble, to thc
with such force that it broke his arm
doon crepe powder puff muslin, delight of the audience,
V-fe* In two places. The crack was heard
voile pekette, celanese, crackle crepe,
the children's division, winning
distinctly in the grandstand. A,
RIB
similar accident took place at the matelasse diashan. chenella, rippldu. $2.50 each were Nathalie Jones for
CUTS
™
ripplanese chuddah
--------- silk,
— blouse of eggshell rough crepe, and . Seeks To Recover $42,000 From Waldoboro Bank—
grounds on Broadway yews ago wafflasse,
Helen Mills for peach broadcloth
crepespun.
nobysheer,
nubby-nub,
when the pitching arm of young
Outcome Of Alleged Embezzlement
Madden, the Boston bov who was in ' print<!d slll“ <field n°wer desl«nsl’ pajamas. Honorable mention was
won
by
Mrs.
Viola
Hatch.
Mrs.
Walter
the box for Rockland, snapped with voll“' plaided
voiles and
, , , oreandies
a report that sounded over the whole
or»anales- lin&ns
unens- ptc
etc. Cottons
cottons arp
are pv
ex- Fcrna.d. Xlrs. Clyde Butler and XIrs
An important equity hearing was dan. Portiand. accountants, is a lead
Judges were Mrs.
field. Dr. Boynton, prominent saw- tremely tenable, being used for °lad>s
commenced in the United States dis ing witness for plaintiff in regard to
every type of frock from the sim- Miller and Mrs. S. G MacAlman. trict court in Bangor Tuesday, the an audit of the accounts of the de
bones of that time, stepped down ,
12c 1
plest porch frock to the most elabor- The garments entered were number- plaintiff being a bonding company, ceased guardian. Cora A. Holt ot
from the side lines and set the arm,!
lb.
ROAST,
Ibc
ate evening gown. Black linen is td and presented to the judges with- thc Central Surety & Insurance Cor Waldoboro, assistant ln thc defend
chvjck
but Madden played ball no more
roast, lb.
out
names,
so
that
the
decisions
were
coming in very strongly, particularly
poration of Kansas City, Mo , which ant bank, has also been summoned
18c
boneless POT
that summer.
for evening gowns, and taffetas wil! arrived at without knowledge of the seeks to recover $42338.99 from the as a witness for plaintiff and was in
rump ROAST lb.,
19c
be used extensively as the fall season entrant.
roast lb.
Medomak National Bank of Waldo court on Tuesday.
WE ARE FOR THE TITLES
RIB
approaches. Two and three-tone
boro, the defendant.
rqNELESS
—
,
Plaintiff alleges ln Ihe action that
IN MEMORIAM
Are titles everywhere ultimately garments are much seen, and thc
Plaintiff company alleges that it j on Nov. 4. 1930, Hadley H. Kuhn
[For The Courler-Oazette |
to disappear? We hope not. Our present modes provide amplp op
bonded Hadley H. Kuhn, cashier, was appointed guardian non compos |
She sleeps, my loved one sleeps.
good neighbors across the Canada portunity for "making over",
vice president and a director of thc mentis of the estate of Prances E. ,
^WE&EB^-—--------And naught can e'er disturb
• • • •
Her slumber, deep profound
line flnd themselves confronted by
defendant bank, for $50,000 for faith- Simmons by decree of the probate j
No loud nor botst'rous sound
a situation which apparently is to
The silhouette remains much the
j ful discharge of his duties as guardian court of Lincoln County, and he filed
Of winds, nor gentle breeze
That softly whispers mid the trees.
call for some delicacy of treatment. same as last year, although the high
I in a non compos mentis.
a bond in the sum of $50,000. That
No song of bird, or Insect's hum
Up to the year 1919 the awarding of neck line promises to come down a i Nor warming rays of summer sun,
Kuhn, who died a suicide, as al the assets of the estate consisted of
No
autumn's
brilliant
glow
titles by the British crown found bit through the summer season.
leged Dec. 25, 1931, is charged with personal property, deposits in a sav
Nor winter's frost, nor snow.
thick rib.
Nor al! the Joyous sounds nf mirth
distinguished Canadians occasional Buttons are much used as trim, and
having in his custody the sum of ings account in the name of FranThat
gladden
now
old
mother
earth.
benefices of the age-old custom of there is a profusion of organdie in ’
$43.151 37 and fraudulently convert-[ ces E. Simmons amounting to $45.-|
She sleeps, my loved one sleeps
bestowing rewards through knight
ed to his own use $42,338.99, while 42191. That there was earned tot
trims and in combination with every
In the glad springtime and for aye.
hood; but in that year, out of def
For her no more ls night nor day,
acting as guardian. It is charged that June 1. 1932, interest of $2729 46. mak
sort of material. "Waffled" materi
Nor time, nor space, nor weal, nor
erence to the psychology of democ
woe.
the bank, knowing the guardianship ing total of $48,151.37, which Kuhn '
racy which had taken hold upon als are very fashionable, and arc very
She has passed on to scenes wc may
funds on deposit were trust funds, became accountable for. That there
smart
when
made
into
sports
frocks
not
know.
thc western world, Canada request
Her eyes, though closed to earthly
aided, permitted and participated in was d.sbur.ed for his ward $1472.20.
combined
with
snappy
jackets
or
vision.
ed that no more peerage hono.s
and that from Nov. 4, 1930, to June
thc wrongful diversion.
E'en now perchance In fields Elysian
shculd be sent from London across small capes.
Are opened wide to glorious beauty
6, 1932, a savings deposit stood in I
The
plaintiff
company
ls
repre

Bags
are
coming
larger
and
larger
rare
the water. But things have now
Within thc gates of a celestial city
her name.
sented
by
Lynn
Webb
of
Kansas
and
earrings
longer
and
longer,
five
changed a bit. There is a growing
fair.
That a checking account was
City.
Mo.,
Carl
Jones
and
Porter
feeling among our friends across inches being correct for evening wear
And there she wakes, my loved one
the
defense
created
under the name of Hadley
Thompson
of
Portland
at
present.
Leather
is
popular
Vs
wakes.
Ihe line that public men of distinc
So Joyous, glad and free.
being represented by Skelton & Ma Kuhn, guardian of Frances E. Sim
tion .should have conferred upon trims as flowers for ornament, and
Such wonders hers to see!
hon of Lewiston and Harold R. Smith mons That Kuhn was vice presi
O blessed promise given
them this conspicuous form of as waistcoats ior fall wear. Fringe
diamond
She wakes, my loved one wakes
dent and cashier of the bank and a
df Waldoboro.
ieccgnition which lias liad custom is coming in strong. There are all
Within the pearly gates of Heaven!
bottve
Orey H. Holman of Jordan & Jor- member of the board of directors,
Elizabeth O Marsh.
since the beginning of things. Was sorts of odd gadgets—fasteners fash
BOXES
having
full
charge
of
affairs,
thc
it D'Israeli who declared that every ioned after the humble hook and eye,
other directors not taking active part.
body dearly loves a lord? In thc as an example. Many belts are be
That Kuhn served as guardian until
lace of that bit of cynicism we ing used, some wide as three and four
his death by suicide on Dec. 25, 1931.
frankly trtVn to a fondness for the inches. The covered shoulder is in
That plaintiff was surety on hls
title. Perhaps it comes from the strong, and small coats and jackets
ILL BUY SOME WILLIAMS'
musburvs
seedless, 3P*,ck»ge#
bond as guardian and that he fraudu
early reading of the states of his are extremely popular. An intrigu
rSsins-seeded or se
No 2 Tin,
EXTRACT TODAY AND
lently converted the sum of $12,338.99
tory and romance. Sir Walter Scott ing point brought out bv Mrs. Miller
GOT ANY
That thc defendant, knowing the
MAKE A BATCH
ASPARAGUS TIPS, a
2 pacUages,
(who wore his title unashamed)
ROOT BEER
was the glove pattern which now
funds on deposit were trust funds.,
may be held primarily responsible.
provides opportunity for thc thrifty
YET?
SHAKER SALT,
aided, permitted and participated in
But we wouldn't be deprived of it.
woman to have a pair of gloves to
wrongful diversions. That the de
Oive us a good talc of thc olden
match each gown.
fendant has become obligated to ac
times, with its proper grouping of
Thirty-seven garments, all devel
count for and restore to the estate
titled characters, and what could
BANANAS, 4 lbs.,
21c COD STEAK, 2 lbs.,
of Frances E. Simmons or her legal
better serve the imagination? One oped from McCall patterns, were
19c
< t
representatives, thc funds so with
of the things our War of the Revo shown. Each style was described by
RIPE TOMATOES, 2 lbs., 25c COD TONGUES, 2 Ib».,
23c
lution did was to consign all titles Mrs. Mlller, who also gave the yard
drawn, all the facts being known to
NEW POTATOES, peck, 49c FRESH BUTTERFISH, ib., 19=
to the ash-heap, and with that age required and suggested materi
the defendant that all books and ac
NATIVE SPINACH, peck, 19c BOILED CRABS, 3 for
10c
als.
The
display
Included
frocks
gesture disappeared much that was
counts in possession of defendant ex
FANCY CUKES, 3 for
25c FANCY HALIBUT, lb.,
23c
picturesque. It is true that our an dgowns for active sports, specta
cept such as were concealed or de
fraternal organizations of today tor sports, porch, house, daytime,
Jumbo CANTALOUPE 2 - 25t Crabmeat, fresh native, pkg. 25c
stroyed.
make up to us in some measure, street, afternoon, dinner, evening,
Plaintiff believCs and alleges that
with a wealth of official titles that dance ensembles, beach, etc.
SATURDAY SPfcClAL—FRED’S
the estate of Kuhn and Bessie H.
call fcr extended lines of abbrevia
Among the most interesting models
ASSORTED
Kuhn, executrix, are insolvent.
tion tn capital letters, the thing was a beach dress, after Vera Borea,
Plaintiff on Aug. 8, 1932, by decree
that Bunker Hill and Yorktown
of the probate court of Lincoln
wrested from us. This some
King, feeling the touch of his offi
County, paid to Fred M. Eugley, who
what serves to mitigate the yearn
cial sword and rising to your feet
was appointed guardian of the Fran
ing of the human breast, but it is
with the knowledge that hereafter
ces E. Simmons estate Jo succeed
not the real thing that comes from
your mail and your name in print
A Biq Balloon and Squawker with every Bottle Kuhn, the sum of $42,33899. Plaintiff
the thrill of kneeling before tiie
are to have titular illumination
prays for an accounting.

Sale Saturday

White Coats

$9.50

$5.95

and up

Suits Marked Down

$8.95 - $12.50

t

INDIAN BLANKETS

CRETONNE PILLOWS

CANDLEWICK SPREADS

$1.00

19c

$1.00

NEW PERFUMES

NEW PRINTED SILKS

PANEL SLIPS

$1.39

69c

a

FOOD SPECIALS

i

2 "s 49c

BUTTER
ROASTING PORK » lie

SUED BY BONDING CONCERN

Nle^ts

IAMB LEGS
23c

ssbTW

CORN

3

19c

0

23c

29c

SUMMER'S COMING-ROOT BEERTIME

(JciHianu'

SS

ROOT BEEk&^

CUPCAKES “23C

Every-0 thir-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 10—Lakewood Theatre season
opens.
June 10—Limerock Valley Pomona
meets at Vinalhaven.
June 11—Baccalaureate Sunday at
First Baptist Church.
Junc 14— Flag Day.
June 14—W- C. T. U. County Conven
tion at Methodist Church In Union.
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied
bodies meet ln Bangor.
June 15—Rockland High School com
mencement at the auditorium.
Junc 15—Vinalhaven High graduation.
June 16—Rockland High School alum
ni reception.
June 20-22—Annual session of United
Baptist Convention of Maine, with
United Baptist Church, Lewiston.
June 24—St. John's Day.
June 24—Outboard regatta at Jeffer
son.
June 24—Maine Dental Society meets
ln Augusta
June 25-30— Rotary International holds
Its world convention ln Boston.
July 4—Independence Day.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, Junc 8, 1933
Rockland Lodge of Elks is making
plans for its usupt observance cf
Flag Day, June 14.
Mrs. Robert House heads thc com
mittee in charge of the public sup
per at the Undercroft of St. Peter’s
Church Saturday from 5 to 7.

Capt. Henry R. Huntley, who re
cently made application for the Civil
War medal to which all honorably
discharged veterans are entitled, is
wearing that decoration with Justi
fiable pride.

Hafbor View Tearoom,
street, will open Sunday.

^==H

Men! wear a cool
Featherweight

Felt!

Among the eight students who
have been awarded Colby scholar
ships of $100 each appears the name
of Lucille Pinnette of Millinocket.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Pinnette (Winifred Ball for
merly of Rockland). Her four years
at the Millinocket High School have
been marked by distinction in her
studies, with thc reward of being
valedictorian at the close. These
scholarships are awarded to Maine
secondary school seniors who havc
combined superior scholastic stand
ing with other abilities.

WEATHER
The sample of real summer with
which the week opened Is withdrawn
from circulation this morning, with
an early temperature of 56 and a
searching wind. But wc were all de
lighted that Rideout’s threat of show
ers for Tuesday and Wednesday was
a flop. There was plenty of sunshine
both days and the parade of the visit
ing Odd Fellows went over great.
Today Rideout’s broadcast Indicates
The Perry's Market baseball team
ith" cannot
that the fog will burn off, with]
touched with a 10-foot
thunder showers later in thc day. but pole since it defeated Chisholm's
Thc Courier-Gazette’s weather artist team Monday night at Community
is inclined to shake thc head at Ride Park. The score was 13 to 10.
out, who misses lt as often as any “Snook" Perry started on the mound
village forecaster.
for the Marketeers, but was soon
sent to the showers and Lew Small
Levi Flint is occupying hls newly saved the day. Barnard and Scho
acquired home at The Highlands.
field took turns behind the bal.
Tom Chisholm caught for the team
William N. Benner, Jr., of The which bears his name, and his son
Highlands has been in Portland on "Buddy" pitched part of thc game
business.
being replaced by Patrolman Mc
Intosh. whose athletic prowess seems
John D. Coughlin substituted ’ to know no limit.
Monday at the high school for
Raymond Bowden.
An Orono despatch states that |

Herc’s a real find in
summer comfort, Men!
This hat weighs just
about as much as a feath
er so you can imagine
how comfortable it is on
your head. You can just
put it on and forget all
about it. Yet The felt is
so well made that it will
more than 1700 alumni of the Uni
Thc W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at versity of Maine have been invited keep its shape and wear
2.30 with Mrs. Hopc Brewster. It Li to the dedication of the Alumni Me- exceptionally well.

the annual meeting and there will T
Alumn, who fought
be a program.
in thc Spanish and World Wars will
take part. The memorial is an in
The Golden Rod Chapter supper {
door field, armory and gymnasium in
Friday night will be in charge of the :
honor of 50 graduates and former
men. with George L. St. Clair serv
students killed in service. Thc soing as chairman. An entertainment'
called war classes will hold reunions
has been arranged.
this year. Reunions will be held by
the classes of 1915. 1916. 1917. 1918.
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., Fri
1919 1896, 1897. 1898 and 1899 For
day night will have 6 o'clock sup
mer service men will head the pro
per served by the men. with George
cession preceding the exercises.
L. St. Clair as chairman. There
will be an entertainment at the close
Joseph H. Lewis of Eastern Maine
of the business session.
Institute, Springfield, has been deA reunion of .the Maine NavaHfl®^^ the winner of a four-year
Militia is to be held ln Portland on scholarship to the University of
the night of July 3 in connection ’Maine as a result of the third an
with the American Legion convention. nual State scholarship contest for
The members of the old Third Divi-i secondary schools. Fifty-two hunsion of Rockland will bc invited.
dred students, representing 45
_____
I schools, were entered in the contest,
P. P. Bicknell. Oeorge B Wood, A and in the finals scholarships were
E. Orff, Dr B. E. Flanders Alfred C. granted to eight students, among
Hocking and K. C. Rankin returned I whom is Richard M Spear of ThomTuesday night from a few days’ fish- aston, who wins a three-year schollng at Moosehead Lake. They re-|ar£hip. Tests were given ln Latin.
’ port a fairly good catch and very hot j French and three English courses,
weather.
j In the finals 90 students participated,
-------\ there being two from each school.
John McInnis, formerly of Rock_____
land, will graduate from Providence , The senior class assembly at the
College June 21. Mr. McInnis who high school Tuesday morning was
has been active In music since leav- marfced by the presentation to
Ing this city has continued his Everett Frohock of a check as
rtudies of that art in an intensive being flrst winner in the Second Dismanner while in college.
trlct of the American Legion Auxili
ary for his essay on the general
The Junc meetings of Temple topic of "Our Flag." The presenta
Heights Spiritualist Association will tion was made by Mrs. Clara Kelsey,
be held next Sundav, June 11, at representing the American Legion,
10 30 and 2.30 daylight at the audi. under whose auspices the contest has
torium. The speakers will be Mrs. been conducted. Mr. Frohock's es
Nettle Smart of Searsnort, and Con- say will now be placed In the State
Nickerson
of
Wakefield, finals ln competition with three
verse
Mass.
others. Mrs. Kelsey, also representing
the Auxiliary gave Principal Joseph
The annual convention of the- Blaisdcll $5 in recognition of thc ef
Maine Bankers' Association at ficient help rendered by junior and
Rangeley Lake Hotel. June 16 and senior High school girls during the
17 will be largely devoted to thc dis recent poppy sale, the money to bc
cussion of current problems. Oov.' used for some gift for the school.
Brann will speak. Thc golf tourna Principal Blaisdell voiced hls accept
ment will be held at the hotel Sat ance in an appreciative manner.
urday afternoon.
The New Deal Convention is the
title given to the annual conven
tion of thc Maine Pharmaceutical
Association to be held at thc Rangeley Lake House, Junc 27-29. Among
the guest speakers will be Charles C.
Lording of Boston, long identified
with retail dTUg business in New
England.
Thc statement that the City Oovernpicnt unanimously approved the
Sunday sports bill for Rockland was
true in a sense but The CourierGazette »is informed that the naya
were not called for. and thus de
prived Alderman Ralph P. Conant
from registering hls vote in opposi
tion. Mr. Conant desires to have
hls position known.

Hatchet Mountain Camp at Hope
will open July 6. Although the
schedule wifi not vary materially
from past years, Director Jones is
making interesting plans for this
summer's program. Former camp
members and friends will be pleased
to learn that the staff is to remain
very much the same as in past sea
sons and that Carion W. Ray, prin
cipal ol the Albert Edgar Angier
School in Waban. Mass., Is to return
as assistant director.

Greys,
Tans,
Whites,
Greens,

$095

2

GREGORY’S
. Quality Hats

Camdcn

WARREN

Sunday morning at thc Congre
Fred Howard is employed at Rog gational Church, Rev. H. I. Holt will I
er's barber shop, Limerock street.
speak on, "Education and Youth.”
4
Beginning Junc 11, Sunday evening j
Frank Price is home from Sailors’
services at this church will be
Snug Harbor on a month's furlough.
omitted during the summer months.
Guests Friday of Mrs. Mary Rich
Charles Morton has moved from
30 Oak street to Mrs. Marston's mond were her nephew and his wife [
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Spearin of J
house, 19 Orove street.
California, Mrs. Josephine Spearin,
Park Theatre will be open Friday sister of Mrs. Richmond, James
and Saturday. The feature is The Spearin a nephew and Mrs. Ethel
Haskell, a niece, all of Auburn.
Big Drive, official war pictures.
Children’s Day will be observed at
Smack Madeline & Flora. Capt.
the Baptist Church Sunday, topic
Carver, arrived yesterday with 1400 for the morning worship. “The Child
gallons of scallops for Rodney Feyler.
In the Midst." At noon, the church
There will be a broadcast tomor school hour will be devoted to a i
row afternoon at 4 15 from WCSH, by Children's Day concert, about 15:
John Welch of Portland, on "The His children of the primary and Junior
departments taking part. The com
tory of the Flag."
mittee in charge are Mrs. Louie [
There’s talk of a big firemen's Drewett, assisted by Mrs. Martha I
muster to bc held in this city in Au Welch, Mrs. Carrie Butler and Mrs.
Following the
gust when Winslow-Holbrook Post Lillian Simmons.
opening praise service in the eve- j
has its carnival and fair.
------i ning, the pastor will speak on "God's
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at Love of Variety."
2.30 with Mrs. Hope Brewster. It is The traps and fish snout are being I
the annual meeting with election ol removed from the river, lt being!
officers and delegates to the county considered by those in charge that'
convention.
the alewive season is over. Charles

Trolley wire which has remained
hanging since the demolition of the
Street Railway, mast of it in Camden
and Rockport, was taken down yes
terday and is being subjected to the
bonfire process to remove the insula
tion.
The Country Club Orchestia, di
rected by James O'Hara, announces
1 three pleasing engagements — the
f graduation ball tomorrow night, the
alumni dance Friday, June 16. and
the Rotary Club’s ladies' night at thc
Samoset Friday, June 23.

Diplomas will be conferred upon
53 graduates at Hebron Academy
next Monday. Among the recipients
will be J. Lawrence Robbins. Sears' mont: Nelson Ulmer Rokes of Rock, land; and John Thomas Singer of
' Thomaston.
Togus plays Colby next Sunday.
‘ and the fans will have a chance to
, see the Maine college champions ln
] action. “Chummy" Gray will again
be on the mound for Togus. this time
I with added confidence. Knox CounI ty fans will be right there to cheer
I him.

Ruth Mayhew Tent, met Monday j
evening, with Mrs. Mary Cooper la
charge of supper. Convention plans
were discussed, and Mrs. Cooper and

Mrs. Lizzie French were appointei
as housekeepers for the next meet
ing. Mrs. Eliza Plummer won the
mystery package. The sewing circle I
is to meet Wednesday afternoon
June 14. at the heme of Mrs. Lena!
Rokes. Limerock street. Mrs. Plum-1
mer is to attend the convention in
Bangor next week, to represent the
Daughters
!
_____
I
These members of Golden Rod j
Chapter. O.E.S., headed bv Mrs

The Knox County Ministerial Asso
ciation meets next Monday at thc
McKenzie Landing. Tenant's Harbor,
rain or shine. If the weather ls
stormy the meeting (which is thc
annUal one> WiU be held ln
church. Picnic lunch will bc served
with steamed clams and coffee available.
i
Claremont Commandery of this city
and Dunlap Commandery of Bath are
to have-an informal celebration ol
St. John's Day (June 24) at Oakland
Pm* where there will bc a shore dln"or *nd sports. The program is vestcd in the hands of an able committee
—C. Earle Ludwick, George L. St.
Clair, Eugene E. Stoddard, Dr. J. A
Richan and Lucius S. York.
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WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
6. A H. GREEN
STAMPS

s

WILLIS AYER

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

s

ASK FOR
. A H. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

Summer Js Here!
See Our New Styles in
Bathing Suits and Pajamas

Beach Pajamas
and Slacks

Bathing Suits
A

New Linr!
complete new linr ol

$1.98

Pure

Virgin

Bathing Suits—

Wool

Made of Linen and Roman
Stripe Broadcloth trimmed
Jit—

King reports that there will be
Pure Wool Bathig Suits in
latest styles and colors.
about 1100 packed barrels this year I
Children's Pajamas of
which is a little more than half
Specially priced at—
Broadcloth—
what the Charles Mattlage & Son, |
Inc., of New York wished to secure.
Their representative Harry Oorper,
of New York was in town Monday |
enroute to Bucksport, Eastport and 1
HOUSE PAJAMAS
Saint John, N. B.
Fancy Broadcloth, Organ
Dinner will bc served as usual at'
Also a line of Extra Large
die trimmed.
Bathing Suits
the next regular meeting of the SonsJ
Special Value!
of Union Veterans' Auxiliary, which [
falls on June 13 Mrs. Gertrude Star- 1
BATHING SHOES
rett and Mrs. Mary Gould serving !
AND CAPS
as housekeepers. Those not already
solicited are asked to furnish weets.
went Tuesday to Westboro . bGSH
Pure Silk Full Fashioned Hose, an incomparable value at, per pair,
59c
Elmer Jameson and son Elmer J
went Tuesday to Westboro, Mass.,1
n*fZjzjBjajarajBJBrejzjgJ2JzrarajzjzrF. J. SIMONTON CO.rafafanjamarajBrarajgfzrerararafi1
on business.
Announcement of the birth June 6
at Westfield. N J., of a son to Mr Clarence Benner, son Richard Benand Mrs. Hugh Blodgett (Rita Rob- : ner and Webster Benner,all of Walinsoni, has been received by her doboro.
AGAIN
mother Mrs. Mansfield Robinson.
Mrs. Maurice Lindesey spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood j day Tuesday with Mr and Mrs. Haragcompanied by Mrs. Ella Lewis ■ vey Lindsey at Thomaston,
visited relatives Sunday in WashHilliard Spear and H. M. RobFRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY
ington and Liberty. Frends are inson visited Mrs. Evelyn Vining at
sorry to learn of the serious illness. South Hope Sunday,
With Every Room Lot of Paper and Border, We Will
at her home in Washington, of Mrs The Social Club observed anniFURNISH ONE ROLL FREE
Fred Ludwig, sister-in-law of Mrs versary day at their meeting Thurs- |
Norwood.
day of last week with Mrs. Thelma.
Mrs. Mary Libby ls spending a few Borneman ln Waldoboro. The pro- 1
days with Mrs. Ada Spear.
, gram contained readings from the
Mrs. Oliver Libby entertained Mr.' first records of the club an dextracts
ROCKLAND, MAINE
and Mrs Ncd a^en of i>pr Me j of the various sessions since that
and Mr and Mrs Hiram LibbX °r Itime' Twt> word contests werc alS9
Thomaston one day recently during a part pf the entertainment, the
j,cr £(ay of two weeks at her former program bein gin charge of Mrs,.
home in Auburn.
1 LaForest Mank and Mrs. Lesli’
Fred Folsom returned to Auburn Mank. The club will meet again
Sunday after having been the guest Junc 15, at the Stone schoolhouse at
the past two weeks of his brother- West Warren, and the circle of Oood
In-law Oliver Libby?
Will Grange of South Warren are
Mrs. Annie Pollard of Fairfield, to be special guests,
who was guest last week of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. George Oray. accomMrs. William Russell, visited Mrs panied by their son ouglas and Mr.
Ella ewis Friday.
and Mrs. A. P. Gray motored Friday
Mrs. Alic eSpear. who is in poor <o Glardine where the. latter two
health, is with her daughter Mrs visited Mr. and Mrs. Neal Gray.
Linwood Beal in Phillips.
j Other members of the party conJohn Connell and Miss Marjorie tinued on to Lewiston where they
Spear accompanied by Mrs. Harry spent the day.
Robinson and son George motored |
-----------------Sunday to Christmas Cove where
CLARK ISLAND
they visited John Hysom, father of
Mrs. Robinson.
Mr. and Mlrs. Frank Alley and
J Sunday guests of Mrs. Benjamin thrm? children of White Head were
Starrett were Mrs. Maurice Oinn gUpSts of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall
and daughter Marian of Rockland.
Sunday afternoon.
Callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs WaKred Magnuson
George Martin were Mr. and Mrs. and famuy have moved from the
■- ■=
= Venner house to that recently vaBORN
[ cated by Mr. and Mrs. Elmer CarleDODGE At Rorkland June 6. to Mr son.

Helen Chapman, worthy matron,
Friends of Colin Murdoch, whose
attended the meeting of Marguerite home is in Paia. Maui. Hawaii and
Chapter in Vinalhaven Monday who is attending Yale University, will
night—Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Mrs. be pleased to learn that he is to spend
Evelyn Orcutt. Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. the summer in Hope, as a counselor
Vivian Hewett, Mrs. Nellie McKay, at Hatchet Mountain Camp for Boys.
Mrs. Frances Morse. Mrs. Rilla Bfay. j Mr. Murdoch was a frequent visitor
Mrs. Bertha White, Mrs. Mary in Rockland during the summers ol
Chapman. Mrs. Edith Duncan. Al-1 1925 and 1926 when he attended
bert Briggs and E. Mont Perry Hatchet Mountain as a camper. His
They were accompanied by Mrs. father has addressed the Rockland
Elvle Curtis, oast matron of Forget- Rotary Club.
me-not Chapter of South Thomas-,
------ton. The visitors were met at the
Receipts of $11,136.59 over the Bath,
boat and taken for a delightful drive bridge in May were $3,029.80 less than and Mrs. Earle Dodge, a son. Harold j
Dr. E. B. Howard of Rockland did
over the Island. After the excel-: l°r Abe corresponding period last Oeorge.
LEACH—At Knox HospltoL hjekland. some dental work for Mrs. James
lent banquet, they were favored year. In spite of this it is of inter- June 1. to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Leach.1
Caven Friday.
! with another drive, returning for i est to note that income over this' »^15b‘rr' 7a"cy.„
,
the ritualistic work which was beau- j bridge for thc month was doubl?
to Mr Rnd Mrs Hugh Blodgett iBita Misses Myrtle and Bernice Flood
of Warren),
son, Hugh and Joseph Pease and Dick Lowell
tifully carried out. At the close of lh»t over the Bucksport bridge, al- Robinson
Ross.
work and business, an entertainment though interest ln the Ellsworth h.p PETTAPIECE At Ottawa. Canada. June °* Thomaston were guests of Mr.
to Mr and Mrs. Hubert Pettaplece i and Mrs. Charles Wall Sunday
of novel character was put on. Thc ruins increased the motor traffl? 2.
(Helen Bennett), a daughter.
These are busy days In Howard
guests were entertained over night there. There were 26.296 motor ve
& Brown’s studio as at this season
MARRIED
ADOLPH E. WALTZ
in various homes. »11 returning to hides crossed thc bridge during May
nearly every mail brings rush orders Rockland with enthusiastic stories 1 or 6.612 less than last year, and thc COOOAN - HARTEL — At West Newton.
Mass . June 3. by Rev Boynton Mer
for diplomas. While many orders
Adolph E. Waltz, 73, resident of
of thelr royal treatment at thc, 57.832 persons who crossed were 16.- rill. Edward Daniel Coogan of Hart
ford and Miss Elizabeth Warrington
come from distant parts most of hands of Marguerite Chapter.
‘ 038 fewer than May. 1932.
South
Portland since 1925. died
Hartel of West Newton and Friend
them are confined to New England
ship.
Monday
at the home of hls daugh
at this season of thc ycar. The
ATHEARN-VANNAH — At Washington.
<S>NQ>
June 3. by Rev Elizabeth Oreene. ter, Mrs. Lynn Buckley. He had
K5*
booklet form of diploma is now in
Claude Athearn of Rockland and Miss
Letha Vannah of Washington.
vogue, genuine silk lined covers
been ill since Friday. Mr. Waltz
MrBRTNE - McINTOSH — At St. Peter's
with natpe of school and year
was born in Waldoboro, Jan. 12, 1860.
Church. Roekland. June 6. by Rev
O. Kenyon. Edgar B McBrine of, and was In the undertaking business
stamped in gold on cover, inclosing
Vacation days are at hand and they demand different articles of
Olassvllle. N B. and Miss Addle L. Me there many years before going to
a lithographed diploma make an
clothing from thote we use ordinarily. Wc try to have those which
Intosh of Rockland.
you will need during thc summer.
South Portland to live with his
attractive combination. After all is
DIED
FOR MEN WE HAVE—
daughter. He was a member of
said and done, however, thc sheet
ALL WOOL BATHING SUITS at ............. .................$1.00, $2.00
CURTIS At Wvncotc. Pa . Junc 7. Cyrus , Germania Lodge, I.O.O.F., at Wal
form diploma for framing will ever
Herrhan Kotzschmar Curtis, native of
ALL WOOL BATHING TRUNKS at ...................................... $1.00
be popular and no doubt will still br
Portland, Me. aged 82 years. 11 months. doboro and a member of thc Bap
19 days. Burial Friday at West Laurel tist Church there. Mrs. Buckley is
KIIAKI
PANTS
OR
DUNGAREES
..........................
,
..........
$1.0.7
preferred bv thc majority of schools.
Cemetery. Philadelphia.
WORK SHIRTS ............... ......... ...................................,................. 50c
Rockland will continue to use the
WATERMAN—At North Haven. May 30. hls only near surviving relative.
ATHLETIC SHIRTS AND RUNNING PANTS, each
25c
Miss Ma'ocl Waterman, aged 61 years, Burial at Waldoboro.
same style as in years past. 4 fine
UNION SUITS ........................ *.......................... . 59c. 75c, SI 03
8 days.
SWEAT SHIRTS ........... -............................... ........ 59c, 75c, SI 041
piture of the new high school build
OATES- At Adrian. Mich. June —. Miss
FANCY SWEATERS ........ ......................... _.....*......... Sl.OO, $1.98
Alice Oates, formerly of Thomaston,
Specials for balance of this week
ing is Incorporated in the design and
j aged 73 years.
FOR BOYS—
—
large
chicks, several broods, $1 per
the city seal. The skill of Howard
HUNTLEY—At Camden. June 7. Minnie
COTTON KNICKERS In Crash or Covert Cloth
98c
j M . wife of Noble C Huntley, aged 63 1 dozen. White Pekin ducks 25c, Bronze
& Brown as diploma makers has
SHORTS in Khak, Crash or (invert Cloth ........................59c, 65c, 75c
Saturday “clock fX ..W. Turkey PoulU 45c. at Stovers. Rockan International reputation, as evi
SWEAT SHIRTS .......................-.......... ..................................... 59c
j dence
Interment at Rockport.
land. Complete line of seeds and
SWEATERS ......... ................................................$1.00, S1.50, S1.98
denced by the fact that orders have
j YOUNG—At Warren. May 20. Lewis hJ fertilizers.
67-69
PANT OVERALLS ............ -....................... ............ 59c, 69c, $1 Ofl
been taken from schools as far away
j Young, aged 70 years, 10 months. 3
BLOUSES OR SHIRTS, Low Necks or High Necks ...... 59c, 6!)c
dqys.
■■■
—
--------"
as Japan.
Thc above are Just a lew of the bargains we have at present. We
NORTON—At Camden. June 6. Mary E.
cannot fay just how long we shall be able to sell at these prices, as
Norton, aged 68 years. 9 months. 1
Turn That Vacant Room
day. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock.
prices to us arc advancing every day. Get Into the habit of trading
Publlc supper at Undercroft of St.
CORSON
—At Rockland. June 6. Annie
here.
Into Cash With a
Peter's Church Saturday, June 10,
M . wife of Rev James L. Corson,
aged 80 years. W months. 16 davs 1 “To Rent” Advertisement
5 ^o 7. Beans, cold meats, potato and
Funeral Thursday^at 1 o'clock. Burial j
cabbage salads, rolls, pie, doughnuts
ln Albion.
in The Courier-Gazette
HOWARD
—At Thomaston. Junc 7. Anns j
and coffee—all for reduced price of
Telephone 770
T. wife of Itarvey L. Howard. Funeral
25c—adv.
Saturday at 4 o'clock.

AYERS

IMONTON’

59c

$1.00

WALL PAPER FREE

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
THE NEW

REO DEALER
FOR ROCKLAND

AND VICINITY

★

' REO PASSENGER CARS
SPEEDWAGONS AND TRUCKS
Reo’s recent introduction of the Reo Self-Shifter makes
this line the most advanced and most desirable in the

industry.

The superb quality and attractive styling of the ReoRoyale and Reo Flying Cloud are now enhanced by the

extra convenience and safety of the most revolutionary
development since the self starter. The car without
a gear shift lever is the car you will want to own.

Today’s Reo Speedwagons and Trucks are without doubt
the finest in Reo’s long history as builders of the “Gold
Standard of Values.” Prices are lower than ever before.
We invite you most cordially to inspect the new Reo

salesrooms and complete service station-to ride in our
new cars—and to discuss with us your problems in com
mercial hauling.
REO FLYING CLOUDS...........................................$ 995
REO-ROYALES..............................................................$1745
SELF-SHIFTER Standard on R*o-Rnyale> Slight extra coat on Ffyinfl Cloud
(Standard Models f o. b. Lanam/l plua tax)

REO SPEEDWAGONS
Chasaia f. o. b. Lanaing

$ 575 and up
Tax added.

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
SALES AND SERVICE
632 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Every-Other-Day
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FRIENDSHIP

SUES LOCAL DOCTOR

NORTH HAVEN

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Near the garage during the past
Mrs Emery Weaver of Peaks Buffalo Couple Seek Damweeks a robin has had her nest, with
Island visited Mr. and Mrs. A. J
ages From Walter D. Hall
eggs and young, under the steel cover
Sterling over the weekend.
5
In Sum of $20,000
i
L r- 4
b 7
of the compressor. Never before did
Rev. and Mrs. Lester Spencer and
»
a bird choose such a strange place
son of Springwater, N. Y., weie
1
The death of a Buffalo woman,
10
II
for Its home and nursery.
guests of friends in town Tuesday.
following an operation there in
Among the choice display of tulips
Miss Elizabeth Wlnchenpaw and which gauze allegedly left in her
W 13
I514
11
Nathan Thompson were among the abdomen
a prevlous operation upon the island were those covering
W;
1 20
graduates at
at Thomaston
Thomaston High was rfmove(t U the basis of two suits the two large lots in the Brown ceme
Itt
lb
17
tery, the York lots They have been
School Wednesday evening
against a Rockland surgeon filed ln
FULL PINTS
The North Star. Capt Charles Cumberland County Superior Court very beautiful and attracted the at
14
II
IX
r
tention of everyone driving along
Dodge came into this port Tuesday : TuesdayToday you will find America's
on her way from Boston to Nova
Robln<oa Verrlll. Portland attor- the main highway.
15
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Beverage were
Scotia.
I ne^, as administrator of the estate
Rockland
visitors
last
week,
return

Mrs. Lorenzo C. Morton is con- of S. Marion Hekklnger. brings an
fine ginger ale — the only nationally
fined to her home by Illness caused action (er n5 000 agalnst Dr Walter ing on the Southport Thursday
known brand that comes in Jull flint
14
yr1
by a fall on the floor.
D Hall Her husband william N. morning.
33
30
31
18
17
C S. Staples was In Rockland Sat
bottles (16 oz.)—at this attractive low
Carlisle
T
Lash
spent
the
week
Buffalo,
sues
the
surgeon
for
PLUS 2* DEPOSIT
urday on business.
; end with his family In Cambridge
q^q
3b
price. The same mellow, sparkling
J 37
• • • •
PER BOTTLE
) Mass.
The
plaintiffs
’
writs
charge
that
blend...the same rare flavor...the same
Mabel Waterman
]
Gerard Herbert of Montreal
4240
Dr. Hall operated on Mrs. Hekklnger
Friends
of
Mabel
Waterman,
and
delightful taste that has been appre
'visiting Frederick Ellison at hi- sept. 3. 1931, failed to remove gauze
W
^6
A 3-bottle premium
44
13
Wadsworth Point home.
94% inches in length and sewed in the entire community, were saddened
4?
ciated by millions for so many years.
Mrs. Evelyn Durant of Brooklyn I up in tbe incision. It is further to learn of her death which occurred
in EVERY DOZEN
50
IN. Y„ is visitin’ Mrs. Daisy Sim- alleged that she became ill and was at her home May 30 Miss Water
1
4o
49
qT
Remember—(here is »orr in
You may pay slightly more at times when icing,
'
,nons
operated
on
Jan.
11,
1932.
when
the
Clicquot's 16-ounce bottles
i
man was born on the homestead place,
Alfred IL Morton and LaForest R gauze was found and removed.
51
than in the 12-ounce bottles
51
delivery or other extra services are rendered.
May
22,
1872.
There
she
grew
up
as
ot other nationally advertised
Burns took a truckload of lobsters, An infectlon had set in. it is
fin<er ales—much more! The
to Boothbav Harbor Tuesday for the charged, and Mrs. Hekklnger was a child, feasted her eyes upon the
equivalent of * extra pint bot
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
tles (16 ox.) in every dozen.
J. A Young Co. pound.
stricken with peritonitis, dying Jan. beautiful surrounding landscapes,
1- Jour
42- Smallett State of 12-Pronoun
roamed
the
fields,
plucked
the
flow

Miss Kay Turner of Port Clyde jg 1J32.
U. S. (abbr.)
6-Next
15-Part of the face
ers, and acquired that love of the
9-An ocean vessel
43- Half a score
17-Pronoun
I spent Sunday with Mrs. Grace
____________
THE
AMERICAN
STANDARD
OE
GOOD
TASTE
outdoors and nature that character
10-AlluJe
19-Smsll bird
'45-Drawing-room
, Faunce at Martin's Point.
WALDOBORO
12-Bone of the body
46-A eerpent
22-Pigment
ized
her.
She
attended
what
schools
Mrs. Nellie Wofton Brazier of
13-Chief cf evil spirits 47-A coin (pi.)
24-Trailing plants
Mrs. Potter Soule entertained the there were at North Haven, always
I put In the field this year. I see the
ELMER'S COLUMN
MARTINSVILLE .
49-Gaze fixedly
14-Gain
27- Groove
Danvers, Mass., visited her parents Susannah Wesley Society Monday
j Rockland team is out for practice
lived on the Waterman farm, keeping j 16- Prlnter’e nreiljre 51- To breethe
28- Having ears
Miss Myra Marshall of SomervlRe Mr and Mrs. Alason E. Wotton. a(temoon
convulsively
29- lnterjection
house in these later years for her two ■ 17- Edge
Tenant's Harbor Man Goes now- while th<“ °ther chAs ,8Ve not Mass
pent the weekend at the j over the weekend,
Miss Marcia Blaney is in the brothers Walter and Charles. Last
18- Soon
52- Feminlne suffix
30- Torments
made a choice.
I don't know
• •
22-Epieodee
(Fr.)
Nautical, But Gets Back w'hether this is fair or not Probably family summer home, Mars-Hall.
Maine General Hospital, Portland, winter for seven weeks she was 111 at | 20- Extiemcly
33- Part of a fish
21- Mature
Mr and Mrs Roscoe H Hupper
Coogan-HarWI
where she has received surgical
VERTICAL
Rockland has as many as 25 men to
jQhn Roger and J<jel QI
the home of Mrs Mary Brown, and j 13- Donate
To Baseball
34- Scandinavian people
1- End
from this sickness developed fatigue j 25- Begins
pick from right now, and it seems to New York city have arrived at their , Miss Elizabeth Warrington Hartel. treament.
35- Drop
2lndeflnite
article
25- Recede
The Meenahga Sewing Club served and depression depriving her of the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
' the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. An40- Grate
me that the fair thing to do is for all summer home. Spruce Coves.
3Be
indignant
at
27 Couwcll
41- Covering for the
! dicas Hartel. Jr., of West Newton 8 baked bean supper in the Grange will to live. Miss Waterman was of
of the teams to begin ball practice
This letter is dedicated to Boze:
4Englieh
street
ear
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Chase ot
J1-Prot*et
limos
hall
Friday
5Beseech
the
same
week
If
one
team
begins
a
kindly
disposition,
and
always
Schooner Sarah A. Fuller was built
,,
,
36- A poiteZ* wheel
Haverhill, Mass., are at their cottage 'Mas. 1 and Friendship, was united
44—To cut off the edges
6T0
fall
to
follow
Mrs.
Katherine
S.
Foley,
who
has
thoughtful of others, especially old
37- Front p'eee of a
of, as a coin
in Camden in 1883, also Schooner playing three weeks before the other tor the summer
in marriage at 8 p m.. June 3. to wen the guest of Mrs Emma T
suite when able
ones get organized and are playing
yhelawet
people. She was accustomed to stay
46-Metrie land
7- Suppoeition
May O'Neil, Capt. Levi Hart master,
Mr
and
Mrs.
R
O
Leonard
and
Edward
Daniel
Coogan,
son
of
Mrs
Potter,
has
returned
to
Boston.
SS-Cwn/vtcMee
measure
other teams outside the league. I
with many old and shut-in people in
8- T0 cry. as a cat
Coogan of Hartford.
Mrs. Clara Barton has returned years gone by. giving companionship
39-6 wise river
48-Mother (short)
Charles F. Hart mate, Frank McNeil think this is an unfair advantage Mrs. Paul Hannamon and son 01 jane
9- Boundary
Bangor spent several days last week
41-A fowl
11-Part of a stairway 5O-Becaute
second mate, Frank Harris, A. E St. over the other clubs I may be
Conn. Rev. Doynton Merrill offi- from North Haven.
to them in their lonely hours.
at the Leonard cottage.
Members of the Woman's Club are
Clair. Gilbert Wall before the mast, wrong but this is as I see it. I reFuneral services conducted by Rev
1
■ ..... 1
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Mr. and Mrs Clark Dwyer son dated at the ceremony which took
Edward Kinney of Wiley’s Comer
*lad 8 Illc< co-"r-a--on with Ciarfnce ard granddaUghter Shirley . place in the chapel of the Second planning to attend the meeting of H F Huse were held at the home Sat- ing of the new bank a percentage of
the Lincoln County Union of
E. C. Payson in Rockland (we call
1
cook, and George Alley as cabin boy
called on friends about town Sunday. Congregational Church ln West woman's Clubs Friday ln Wiscasset. urday afternoon and were largely at- balances will be forthwith released
him Eddie down here*. He used to
tended by friends of the family. Miss Mr. McDougall, a former president
Coach C. C. Dwyer of Hebron was
to keep the brassworks polished be a flne
plaJW &nd kn0WJ the
Newton. Mr. Hartel gave his daughMrs. Jessie Achorn has been vislt- Waterman is survived by three of the Security Trust, showed hlmin town Sunday and Monday preCharles F. Hart a few years later game thoroughly He is very enthuslter in marriage. A reception fol- ing Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden in brothers. Charles, Walter and Clar- seif informed on banking, and agreebecame master of some of the largest
over the
County League parmg
summer nome lor occu- lowed
thf
of the brjde.s
Thomaston.
ence in North Haven, and a sister, able to answer any questions asked
pancy.
1
five and six-masted vessels that were 1 and attfnds au the games he can
ents.
The rooms were decorated
The annual meeting of the Bap- Mrs. George MacDonald of Vinalha- He was given a rising vote of thanks
William
Cook
Is
at
home
after
hav

built. ’ George Alley also became a
with spring flowers. The bride's tist Ladies Missionary Society was ven. Interment was In Sea Viewceme- 1 yor his interest and remarks. It
ing spent 15 weeks ln a Waterville
successful master of vessels, as did '
gown was of white lace fashioned held in the vestry Friday. The of- tery. The bearers were Foy Brown, may be added that the new bank if
Harking back to the time when hospital with an injured foot ano
Frank Harris and many others of this
along princess lines with a veil ol fleers are Miss Helen Jones, presl- Phil Brown. Will Cooper and Herman crealed will come under the Federal
crew. These were all home boys and Mathews Band was organized andarm. Friends all extend to him their "”“B^d”
cap and her bouquet j dent; Mrs. Margaret Bond vice Crockett^
j insurance act for balances up to
enjoyed going to sea ln these flne| had been playing a year or so. we con- best wishes tor good recovery.
was of white roses and lilies of the president; Mrs. Helen Perry, secre
$2500 at least, and the new stock
vessels
eluded that we ought to have uniRobbins Orchestra of Union Is to
valley. She wore her mother's pearl tary and treasurer. An interesting
A New Trust Company
,
j wlll have no liability attached to it.
Capt David Giles was another forms- 50 the band bought 18 of them play for the Friday night dances at
necklace. Miss Cora Erickson of program was given and refreshments
Saturday afternoon there was held jThe stock of the old bank is wiped
successful shipmaster. One of hts.Th€ coat was red- “ue pants and the Grange hall
Brookline was the bride's only at- served.
Mrs. Faustina Simmons,
a meeting of local people interested out- and liability collected $100 per
vessels was the Willie Childs, built In | blue cap with plenty of gilt braid.
Mrs. H H Hupper was a business
tendint and she wore green mousse- Mrs. Ella Benner and Mrs. Luella in the Security Trust Company lShare' In answer t0 the status ol Fuller; presentation of diplomas, '
Thomaston by Dunn & Elliot. This They used to call us the "redcoat'' caller in Damariscotta Monday,
Supt. J. P. Fuller; benediction. Rev.
line de sole and carried a bouquet of Mason were hostesses for the after
•
672 shares of the old bank held by
three-master was about the fastest, band. Some of those suits are ln
Ocean View Orange has suspended
There were present about 30. The
. ... _ . . _
V- A Burnham.
yellow roses and blue larkspur with noon.
1 the Fidelity Trust of Portland, it.
sailor of any vessel on the coast. -°°d shape today. We felt pretty its meetings, except for the first
Bradstreet Camp, S. of V. opened
baby's breath. Ernest Hcsbach of
The cast for the royalty play, meeting was called to order bv Leon wa sindicated that a goodly sum is
Will Hastings went mate on this Proud the flrst t,me we wore tnem Monday of tach month, during the
Philadelphia was- best man.
"Here Comes Patricia," to be pre- Stone, who introduced H. N. Mc likely to be realized from the assets their Memorial Day observance at
vessel for a good many years. Will and so did ^e townspeople.
summer.
10 30 when the camp and school
Mr. Coogan is 4 graduate of the rented by Waldoboro High School is Dougall of Portland, who spoke of the Portland closed bank.
had a broom lashed to the topmast.
We used 10 Pve »eeUy concerts in
G N. Bachelder and F F Robinson
children marched to the Hunt Me
Massachusetts
Institute
of
TechMrs.
Carroll,
a
pleasant
old
widow,
briefly
upon
the
affairs
of
the
bank
which indicated they were ready for Puller’s hall and cither fish chowder are building an addition on the Allen
morial cemetery and Mt. Repose,
r.ology and is a member of the Uni- Arlene Anderson; Elsie Crowder, a outlined a plan for the creation of a
LINCOLNVILLE
a race at any time. Capt. Joseph or clam chowder was served each' cottage.
where they decorated the graves and
new bank. The Knox County Trust
iaA.c
ujsu w
•
~.ttime.
l°
b
was
to
se
D
peanuts
W.
A
Simmons
is
making
repairs
vers:
ty
Club
and
the
Hartford
Techpretty
young
neighbor.
Evelyn
LoveTeel of this place used to go a trip
held their ritual service. At 2 p. m.
once in a while for Capt Giles and 10(1 candy I remember one time we or. the Town hall and the Partridge nology Club Mrs. Coogan dttend- Joy; Mrs Smith-Porter, the town Company of Rockland.
The Ladies' Auxiliary meets this
In brief, the plan secures Its capi Thursday afternoon with the pastor the following program was given:
o said this was the fastest vessel he band b°ys &ave 8 P18? ln this haU
cottage.
ed Abbot Academy. Andover, Mass, aristocracy. Betty 8tahl; Angeline
al.
Invocation, C. S. Adams; Lincoln's
tal stock bf $175.0011 and surplus Miss Nellie M. Wagar.
The
Ladies'
Circle
met
with
Mrs
They
W
>D
£ail
this
*'eek
on
the
Knoop,
another
young
neighbor,
)
One
of
the
cast
of
players
was
Jesse
ever sailed.
Gettysburg
Address. Walter Stevens;
of
$50,000
from
the
balances
of
de

week The Queen of Bermuda for a fortnight in Helen Vannah; Minnie Knoop. AnMemorial Day was appropriately
While we are writing sea tales here Ludwig, our bass drummer. He was Albert Robinson la
exercises by primary and grammar
Mrs
Bermuda.
After
July
1
they
wlll
be
gellna's
cousin,
Doris
Duswald;
Papositors
—
stock
with
a
par
value
of
observed here and the usual exercises
Is one that might be Interesting to supposed to be an errand boy in the next meeting will be with
at home at 22 Evergreen avenue, tricia Grayson, daughter of the gov- $25 sold at $35. ten dollars of which carried out. Owing to the unfavor schools under the direction of th^
some Schooner G W. Rawley. which P18*' but he «ot «> thin
^e small Thankful Harris,
Hartford.
»
ernor. Beulah Day; Jimmy Clark, a goes to the surplus, and $25 to the able weather Che address was given I t«,che"' Mlss Uncoln and MUi
was owned here with many others by W he received that he could hard- —With
this plan in the church. The parade was led 5proul;
America- Bessie
Cram,
-----------------1
new comer in Fern Lawn; Herbert capitalization.
ly
stand
up,
so
he
came
into
the
PORT
CL\
DE
Capt. G. W. Rawley, was run into
| Verna
Our
MaryandchilSPRUCE HEAD
Leavitt; Elbert Hastings, a muca adopted there is no canvas for by our town band
once by another vessel in New York studio one day to ask for a raise inMr and Mrs. Needham
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morang 0f'Knowlton: driU' Uncle 38m; The
_____
, abused young man of the governor's stock, calling for time and delays.
harbor and this vessel's Jlbboom P®-'-- He mad« u*
angry I was iren of Woodfords areguests of Mr.
Mr and Mrs. L. R. Tinney of staff, Adam Wade, Jimmy's pep- It means if adopted the opening of j Corinna were guests over Memorial Blue and the Oray' MadcIine Wing;
struck the Rowley’s mainmast and, l°ld to put him out. I didn t have to, and Mrs. John Coffin,
dri11, Fiowersi For Grandpa's Sake,
Mrs. Ellison Hart has returned Quincy, and Mr and Mrs Alec Phil- pery boss Wayne Heald; Tim Hop- the bank at a very early date, pos- J Day of Mr. and Mrs. Benson Hall.
went almost through It. so one of the I blew him over with a long breath
I Mrs. Flora Jackson and two daugh- Bvelyn Ox ton; Memorial. Arlene
•crew had to saw It off before they He was carried out on a stretcher, from Thomaston where she spent bps of Braintree. Mass, spent the per, the town bad example, Murray sibly by the first of July.
The bank will be the depositors’ ters of 8kowhegan were guests the Oaks: address. Byron M. Salter, Jr.,
weekend at Mrs. Cassie McLeod's Benner; Bud Flannlgan, a young
could get the vessels apart. This Is a We had lots of fun ln that play and several weeks.
bank. Under this plan there is no J past week of Mr and Mrs. Parker j vlce department commander of A. E
Miss Celia Chadwick has arrived cotta8e Wish-me-well. Sunday they, Irishman. Everett Achorn.
true story, for when the vessel came the people seemed to enjoy it too. tor
j Clark Camp, Belfast. Dinner was
home after several weeks in Me- entertained Mrs. Cassie McLeod. Mrs.
Invitations for the commence- forced liquidation or rather hurried Young.
back here a new mainmast had to be they asked us to repeat it.
Leslie
Oray
passed
the
weekend
in
**n*d by the Auxiliary.
liquidation,
which
usually
means
domak.
Callie
Morrill
and
Mrs.
Edgar
Newment
of
the
class
of
1933,
Waldoboro
put in.
|
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Miss Dolly Lowell of Camden spent ball and two children of Rockland High School have been received, losses to depositors, but with time Portland with his family.
That "Sly Nine Club" of ours was a
Allie Allen is serving as Juror at
the past week with her parents Mr and
Annie Burton and Mrs. The exercises will be held June 23, allowance the frozen assets can be
NORTH WALDOBORO
Forty-five years ago the quarry g0od thing for us young fellows. Our
and Mrs Harry Lowell.
Eugenie Godfrey of Spruce Head.
at 2.30 o'clock In the Medomak Ath- thawed out at the right time for the Federal Court In Bangor.
now owned by the St. George Granite jjarents knew where we were those 1
Lucy Clarry find Geneva Eugley
Friends learn with regret that S.
Mrs. Alta Walsh and son John of
Mr and Mrs- Ha>' Simmons and son letlc hall. The class roll Includes the fullest possible amounts.
Co. was owned by the Bodwell Granite nights. I wrote something about
Melrose. Mass., have been for a few Hay and Frederick Wood returned Everett Lincoln Achorn, Murray
The sentiment seemed very decid J. Moody is ill and confined to his were Rockland visitors Friday.
Co. I worked a long time there my- this club some time ago. and have
Nellie Flanders of Winslow's Mills
self. I remember once the schooner j been asked to write more about it. days at their cottage at Land's End. to their home in Hopkinton. Mass., Oscar Benner, Lewis Alphonso Bois ed in favor of a new bank. It was bed.
Carle Mathews who passed tha was guest Saturday of Lycha Morse.
Maynard Sumner, a steam schooner , We met and organized In rooms in
™isses Marietta and Kathryn last week aftfcr spending several (lays son€ault, Staniey
Castner intimated by the speaker that the
Mrs. Alice Morse and daughter
owned and built in Rockland I think.! the Lu(U,jg block After we baa, Robins have returned from Medomaa with Mrs. Merrill Simmons who is ■ Alfreda Beryl Davis, Beulah Eva conservator's estimate of 20 per cent winter In Los Angeles Is now board
Angie
Glidden of Providence are at
ing
at
Meadow
Brook
Farm.
where they have spent several weeks. very bl.
Day. Doris Evelyn Duswald, John on checking balances, and 73 per
came into the wharf to load random j things going good as we supposed.
the Morse homestead for the sum
Allan Craven and three friends
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Carr, daughThe
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tyleston
cent
on
savings
was
a
very
conser

stone for New York. On the wharf one night the Janitor .Walter Mor-!
a,lu u*rec
Anderson Peyler Wayne Pltch
was a building about eight feet i ton) was lighting the keropene hangBoston passed the weekend at the W Edzabethand Mrs_ Dorgan visited Heald Herbert Anthony ^avUt vative estimate, and that if things Brown was the scene bf a very joy mer months.
Ella Hildebrandt who has had em
square which set out beyond the, lng iamp which was overhead In the “J451 e'
„
qtaniev Rimmnns
a L7*1)™ Belle Lovejoy. Phyllis Made- break right depositors may realize ous occasion on the evening of May
ployment in New York the past few
in
time
larger
sums.
Upon
open27
when
they
celebrated
their
25
tM.
wharf quite a bit. When the vessel ceiling and it came down with a
* ‘S!> r ene
ap,es 0 OC1<Ran
R^.kiand visitor Tuesday Stanley ly" Ludw1*' Hadley Bedfleld Miller,
wedding anniversary and entertained months has returned home.
1
j the wharf she
ck. hori
. a .terrible noise.
„ conducted the services at
Miiiirpnt stani,
Mt_ahl
came alongside
had so crast.h. rr,,
This made
x the Bap- RocKiand visitor Tuesday. Stanley «
»euy Mimcent
Helen Ttpatrirf*
Beatrice
Lizzie Storer was guest Friday of
a party of relatives and friente.
.
...
a
tist chapel Sunday during the ab- Simmons has returned to Seal. Vannah FUffpne Clifford WinrhAn
much headway that the Jib-boom There was a grocery store in the
. .
t
„ __
tcIomh n'hom haic
vannan, Eugene cnnora wmcnen.x_
u .Li v iwu.
,
.
rm, sence of the pastor Rev M. R. Kerr. Island uhere he is engaged in the lob- b h
The evening was pleasantly passed Martha Eugley.
went through this building taking it lower story directly under us. The
hii«inp«
, wen.
Homer Carroll. Paul Walter and'
.
,
1 Miss Nora Clark Is at her home ster business.
and refreshments were served. Mr.
off the wharf, and It had to be torn owner came rushing upstairs to see. .
1
-----------------aday and Mrs. Brown are among our Ja<* Feyler were in Union Saturday.
'
1 here for a few days
SEARSMONT
to pieces before it could be taken off ., what had happened. We explained !
,
town's most popular people and are 1 Arden Mank is working for Virgil
,
v .
.
j
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Dorman of
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Ada Wiley ha6 returned from
Does anyone know what became 01 what the trouble was. and he said it
...
Morse.
blessed with three fine sons.
,
.
u
.
1 Rockland and Mrs. Alice Marshall
Lewiston where she has been at the
this schooner, and was she a success! \ Was all right. At the next meeting 1
Albert Miller who has had em
of South Hiram spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. J. C Pitcher of Mil- home
her brother slnoe
death
Her mizzenmast was hollow, and nigHt we found our belongings out 1
ployment at D. O Stahl's the past
Mrs. Lucy Marshall.
LIBERTY
ton.
Man.,
spent
the
holiday
with
her
husband
,
wiley
served as a smokestack.
on the sidewalk. We then hired the
[month returned to his home SaturMiss Elizabeth Coffin has returned Mrs. Nettie Drown
Mf
A Moore
rooms In the Davis block, one of
The grammar school held lte day.
home from Woodfords where she has
A.
B
Little
of
Bristol
was
guest
Mrs
Anna
seavey
of
Rockland
were
which contained caskets—‘'horrlbtle
graduating exercises at the church
Over in Glenmere there is a steep j
been attending high school.
Sunday of Mr and Mrs O T. Palmer, visitors Sunday at the home of Mr.
dictu.
”
Elmer E. Allen
THINK OP ITI Only $2_5O June 2
WHEN IN BOSTON— Vou can buy
hill known as Barter hill. Moonlight I
Mr. Butterfield of Waterville was
Mr.
and
Mrs
John
E
Lawler
of
copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the
Moore's sister Mrs. F. A. Dun ton
Tenant's Harbor
a
day
single
.... and $4.00 , Most Worshipful Grand Master home news, at the Old South News
in town this week tuning pianos.
evenings people used to go there in
South Portland spent the holiday
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
..
„
, „
, t
.
Weekend guests of Mrs. Grace!
double for this smart centrally Ernest C. Butler of Skowhegan visit Church; also at M Andelman's, 284
large numbers for coasting. There !
Mrs. Sarah Seavey celebrated her rtcess with Mr. and Mrs W O. Wal- Hi ins Jere
an„
pred |
Tremont. Rt
ed Liberty Lodge. F. & A M.. June 3.
were no bobsleds in those days—40 or J
located hotel.
85th birthday anniversary June 4 iace.
Thurstan. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas I
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Washington. Searsmont and Thorn
more years ago. They put one sled 1
Mrs Seavey received several nice
Thomas_ Creamer and_ daughter • Barbour of
and Edwin
STEAMBOAT CO.
dike Lodges were present.
ahead of the other and six could
gifts including four birthday cakes jenn|e of Dutch Neck and Fred Chute Howes of Bangor.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
.
1OOO ROOMS The annual commencement ex Steamer
leaves Swan’s Island at 3 34
ride comfortably. On this particular
She also had several callers during 0[ [be village were callers Sunday at
Callers
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
A.
M
.
Stonington
6
25.
NorthTlaven
725,
night, with a bright moon shining, a [
but whot rooms they oral ercises of Liberty High School took Vinalhaven 815. due to arrive at Rock
the day who extended to her their A
Qenthner's.
Mrs F. A. Dunton Monday were Mr.
about 9.30.
load started down the hill. About j
congratulations and best wishes.
place June 1, with this program: land
A crew of men are this week tarring and Mrs. Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. HarReturn—Leaves Rockland at lib P. M.,
Cheerful,
colorful,
cozy,
eodi
with
Vinalhaven
45. North Haven 3.30, Stonhalf way down was a man coming up
Processional, orchestra; overture, , lugton at 4 240;
the road from the village to the i 0]d Thomas and daughter Ruth of
due to arrive at Swan'a
CL4RK ISLAND SUNDAY SCHOOL
private
bath,shower,
radio,circu

Feels Much Better
the hill, stepping very high. He was
Island
about
6.00 P. M
orchestra;
invocation,
Rev.
H.
A.
Friendship line.
Rockland.
I
B. H. 8TIN8ON.
near-sighted and did not notice the
------salutatory address —
lating icewaterand many other Burnham;
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen110-tr
Commencement exercises of Sears
sled until It was right on him. The "June 2Sth. 1932, 1 started taking 1
a‘k Island Sunday school recent
features you'll be happy about. “Conservation of Forests in Maine,"
bach were recent Rockland visitors. mont High School were held last |
sled struck him on the shins and he Kruschen salts. Have lost 20 pounds, ly held ? social for the primary deLena Stickney; music, chorus; vale
Mrs. Samuel Wlnchenbach and
The program:
went into the air with a complete
J“ne 2«b '»
,0 f'rel
P^tment in the chapel. Those pres- daughters Jean and Doris were called Friday evening.
dictory address—“How Metals art
Music; prayer. Rev. O. G. Barnard;
n
cieru went
1 a" haave. ,elt ,or, ,olir >ei}rs'
| ent: George
somersault.
iThe sleds
went into
into '
under doctors care for several months.
s Baum. Jr., Ina Matson to Boston last week by the sudden
Made to Order," Charles R. Howes:
music;
salutatory.
Jennesse
Robins;
. . „
He said i had sail stones and should ' Cat 1 Johnson, Donald Johnson, Harmusic, duet; address* Supt, J. F ► EM BAILMfct401
the gutter). He landed on both feet. have
ati(>n
Krusrhrn
dl(i a„ and
Jfhrron norothv Jackfon Ma- illness and death of her brother.
class history, Clara Bartlett; pro
The crowd went back to pick him more than l expected."
Mrs. Lute|r c“ JC-Uisoa, Dorothy Jaoitson. Ma,
MMMlAfcIBtltANO
‘
,
.
....... Bright, Walker. Minn. (Jan. 10, 1933).
Fuller, Arlene Morrison, Beverley
phecy and presentation of gifts,
up but he needed no help—he was | To )ose jat and at lbe same time gain Magnuson. Ray Morse, Robert Olson, MAN ' S HEART STOPPED ,
Priscilla
Varney;
singing,
Mrs.
A.
F.
Since 1840 this firm has faiuim'ix
ninnlno
hill at
at aa three-minute
I( in
attractiveness
and ha
feel„ splrrunning iin
up the
me nin
mice uu
ltpdphysical
&nd vouthful
take one
tea.
served the lamllles of Knox County
Selma
Blomberg,
Maxine
Allen,
STOMACH GAS CAUSE i Barnes; class will, Helen Higgins;
51»tSTREET
clip. He was uninjured, but it was a spoonful of Kruschen In a glass of hot
PEELED
,J
LADY AT PENDANT
Frances Caven and Virginia Graves.
water before breakfast every morning.
W. L. Adams was bloated so with J valedictory, Edgar Holmes; presentanarrow escape.
A Jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
AT 7fh AVENUE, NEW YORK
Day Telephone 450-781-1
trifle at any drug store in the world but Teachers of primary classes who gas that his heart often missed beats tlon of diplomas, Supt. A F. Barnes;
ROY MOULTON
be sure and get Kruschen Salts the assisted were Mrs. Margaret Jackson after eaUng. A^dlerika rid hhn of all singing, Mrs. A. F. Bames; benedic
Well, the baseball season is fast ap SAFE
PEJEPSCOT PAPER C*O.
BURPEE’S
way to reduce wide hips, promi
gas, and now he eats anything and
Vic«*Fr»s. and Managing Dir.
proaching and we are aU in hope nent front and double chin and again and Mrs. Emma Harrison. Games feels fine. C. H. Moor & Co., Drug’ tion, O. G Barnard; music; Mrs. Ora
BRUNSWICK,
MAINE
ROCKLAND,
MX.
WHITE
FOE
DESCRIPTIVE
IOOKIH
feel the Joy of living—money back If and refreshments.
Bryant, pianist.
60-73
gists.
that we Will have a good' ball team to dlaiatiifled after the first Jar

Clicquot Club

now ot this
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Bright Woman

Lost 20 Pounds

.WANTED

Spruce Pulpwood - *

Every-Other-Day
HOPE
Mrs. Howe and a party of friends
of Waltham, Mass., were recent
callers at L. A. Weaver's.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols and
little daughter spent a few days of
Memorial week in Woburn, Mass.
Mrs. L. P. True, Mrs. R. E. Wadsworth, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True
and Miss Katherine True were Portland visitors last Saturday
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EAST FRIENDSHIP

SOUTH HOPE

Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Marshall
Carl Cunningham of Union is em
I COULDN'T DO MY OWN
JOE. CAMELS
ployed by Morton and Payson at
I visited Mrs. Ernest Dolham in WarYES, AND THEY
New, wonderful MELLO-GLO pow their factory.
ARE MILDER) ren Wednesday of last week.
HAVE A BETTER
WASH IF I HAD TO SCRUB.
der makes your skin look fresh, tempt
Miss Dorothy Harvie of Rockland
Miss Beatrice Benner is a visitor
AREN’T THEY?
ing. Made by a new French process,
FLAVOR, TOO!
i in Rockland at the home of Rayit spreads with surprising smoothness, was weekend guest of Miss Annie
BUT MY NEW WAY IS SO
stays on longer, hides tiny lines and Hart.
j mond Bucklin.
wrinkles, prevents large pores. Ugly
Miss Marion Taylor, Miss Margaret
A. G. Jameson wa# in Boothbay
shine banished No drawn or "pasty" Taylor and Miss Mabel Hills have
EASY—ALL I DO IS
Friday.
look. No irritation with purest face
Miss Frances Campbell, Mrs. Mil
powder known. Buy delightfully frag-, burned to Waltham, Mass., after a
AND RINSE. CLOTHES COME
dred Marshall and Kenneth Orne
rant MELLO-GLO today, 50c and j visit of several days with W. L.
i $100:
«, on- tax free Corner Drug Store j Taylor.
of Cushing were guests last Thurs
The Sunday School held each Sun- and all other good stores.
WHITER THAN EVER—AND l'M
Boardman Cunningham and son
day of Mrs. R. J. Marshall.
day in the church and under the di- ------ •------------------------------------------Ross of South Liberty recently bought
W. A. Lermond's horse Molly died
rectlon of Miss McKnight, Is being
HOPE SUNDAY SCHOOL
SAVING AT LEAST $3 EVERY
a span of horses of W. B. Fish.
last Thursday night.
well attended. Everybody welcome.
------Mrs. S A. Fish has returned to
Marguerite Stone visited relatives
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson of ,,a" * Large Attendance anil an InRockland after visiting her sister Mrs.
in Rockland last week.
Orange, N. J„ have arrived at their |
tererting Candlelight Scivice
W. B. Fish for a week.
Roy Morton of the boat Virginia
Hobbs Pond cottage for the season .-,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Leighton and
R, spent a few days recently at his
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hardy and
H°Pe Sunda’' Sch«’1 directed
daughter of Hallowell were visitors at
home here.
family spent Sunday with relatives-* Mks Mar«aret McKnight had an
L. L. Mills’ last Friday.
Kenneth Marshall was an Augusta
in Lincolnville, at Coleman Pond attendance Sunday of 49 showing
J. A. Annis and Charles DeLamonte
visitor Friday.
an appreciable increase in interest
camps.
John Smith of Thomaston was in |
A group of children presented a tem of Queens Village, L. 1., spent several
R. L. Thorndike, Virgil Mank, N. F.
this place last week doing cemetery
perance candlelighting service which days last week with Mr. Annis’
Barrett and H. B Coose motored to
daughter Mrs. Hazel Hart and family.
work for Mrs. Annie Bradford.
was very effective. The children
Portland last week on business and
Mrs Chloe Mills was the guest of
Miss Ruth Bradford is boarding '
Sleeper
representing the eight virtues wore
was
unable
to
score
at
all.
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
pleasure combined
her daughter Mrs. Arthur Sprowl in
ln Rockland while she is receiving ■
white sashes with the name on them
led at bat. The score;
Visitors in town have made many and carried lighted candles. The Appleton Friday and attended the
treatment.
Battery F 7, Pirates 6
South Thomaston
comments on the apple, cherry and use of alcohol extinguished their High School graduation exercises.
Mrs. Rena Fales attended Knox
In a game of errors and argu
ab
r
bh
po
a
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse of
lilac blossoms, which have been ua- Hghts wh,ch wwe PeliKhted after
Pomona
Grange at South Warren
ments, Battery F defeated the Oatti, ss ......
6 0 1 1
Saturday.
usually beautiful this year.
, pledging allegiance to the 18th. Portland were recently visitors at C, Pirates 7 to 6 in ten innings. In the Hopkins, If ...
5 0 1 0
L. Dunbar's. Mrs. Monkhouse will
The Saturday night dances under Amendment
Mrs. William Bradford and Miss
tenth inning with Perry on second Putnam, c ....
4 0 1 16
remain there several weeks.
the direction of the Bennett family..
taking pan were.
|
Madeline
Bradford spent Memorial
4 2 2 2
As Miss Hattie Boggs was sitting at base. Morgan singled sharply to Cen Aines, ,2b .....
Day with Mts. Olive Stone at Pleas
continue to be popular.
reading, Clara Bxownall; reader.
terfield
to
score
him
with
the
win

Carr,
rf
.........
5
1
2
0
„
.
.her desk writing one afternoon reant Point.
Dorothy Beverage; Virtues, Love,
.,
.
, .
_ ,
. cently she was startled by a crash ning run. The fielding feature of Amos Makinen, cf 5 2
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lewis and ]
.Thelma Brownall; Joy, Pauline True;
.
the
game
was
Robinson's
flne
run

peeper, 3b
5 1
I
•
and commotion ln an adjoining room.
children
of Long Island were at C
nual vacation which will be welcomed peace. Dana Herrick; Temperance,
The Montgomery, lb .... 4 1
Upon investigation she found a ning catch ln Centerfield.
N. Lewis’ over the weekend.
by pupils and teachers as usual. ‘ Ruth Norwood; Obodness, Igan
score:
Art. Makinen, p .... 5 0
You, too, can get clothes
partridge had flown through a pane
Rev. and Mrs. Aleka Raita left
Miss Alice Morton of the Comer Pendleton; Long Suffering, Rodney
Battery F
of glass, shattering it into numerSaturday morning for Los Angeles.
School will go to her home in Farm-' Norwood; Faith, Elroy Beverage;
43 7 14 27 8
ab r bh po a c
1 ous pieces. After being captured and
Calif., where Mr. Raita is to be pas
lngton to spend the time and Mrs , Oentleness, Esther Norwood. The
4 or 5 shades whiter-EASiLY
5 1 2 1 1 3
then liberated it flew away apparent
Rockville
tor of a Finnish Congregational I
Evelyn Brown will complete her work speaking parts were taken by
Robbins, p .......
5 2 2 0 6 2
, ly unharmed.
ab r bh po a e ! Church. They were accompanied by j
ln the North Hope section also.
j Lawrence Curlt, Wilfred Hobbs,
AY GOODBYE to washboard anJ The home-making experts of 316
Keefe, 3b ....
5 1 2 4 5 3l M. Starr, lb ...... 4 0 0 11 0
Wilbur Benner of Thomaston. All
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ames and two Estelle Beverage, Clara Brownall,
leading newspapeis—the makers of
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Libby,
c
.........
4
1
1
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0
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Teague, ss ........... 2
APPLETON RIDGE
good wishes go with them to theii ,
40 famous washers — recommend
whiter than you ever dreamed!
children of Camden spent the week- Justine Norwood. Frederick Brownall,
Henderson, lb
3 1 1 9 0 2 Helln, 3b ............... 3
new home.
Do not scrub. Forget about boil Rinso.
end and Memorial Day with Mr. and , Mary Herrick. Vinal Hardy, closed
Mrs. Hozle Perry was a Rock Smalley, 2b
5 0 2 1 1 11
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as
ing. This way saves your strength
C. J. Morse and family of Thom
Mrs. D. E. Brownell and family
with singing by the whole group, land visitor Friday.
5 1 1 1 0 0 A. Starr, 2b .......... 4
—saves yout hands—urn the cltliti, much suds as lightweight, puffed-up
aston
are
occupying
the
tenement
of
The Ladies Farm Bureau meeting "I will Be True". The same group of
soaps—even m hjriial water. Wonder
Miss Katie Niskanen of Augusta
5 0 0 3 0 0 G. Starr, c ................ 3
loo, and that saves money!
B. A. Murphy (formerly the Emil
June 2 was well attended. Dinner children will present this exercise was overnight guest Friday at May
Just toak everything in creamy ful for dishes and all cleaning—it
4 0 1 0 0 0 Loffman, rf .......... 3
Niemi farm).
was served to 26 and more came in at the County W.C.T.U. Convention nard Brown's, being in town to at
Rinso suds. Watch those suds get eat) on tht bandi. Be sure to get Rinso
Collins If ............. 2
Miss Beatrice Havener of this I
the afternoon. "Pressing at Home' to be held at the Methodist Church tend the AUS. graduation.
busy! See them soak away the dirt! at your grocei's today.
41 7 12 30 13 11
place is one of the graduates from
was the subject and 12 tailqrs' ) jn union June 14.
Clothes come 4 ot 5 shades whiter
1
Several from this place attended
Les
— colored things come bright and
Thomaston High School.
a eI
cushions and 11 sleeve boards were
-----------------the eighth grade graduation at
28 0 3 27 13 7
fresh as new. Clothes last 2 or 3
ab r bh po
Mr. and Mrs. A. G Jameson and )
made and two suits and four coats
Burkettville.
times longer this gentle "scrubless"
DEER ISLE
6 2 1 1 0 o' So. Thomaston 05100000 1—7 cbii<tren were in East Waldoboro i
pressed.
Miss Cecelia Whitney and Chrystal H. Gardner, ss
way. Many women have saved $100
5 0 1 3 3 1
00000000 0—0 Sunday and callers at L. L. Mank's. j
—and more—by using Rinso.
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Winchenbach, rf
5 0 0 1 0 o) Two-base hits, Amos Makinen.
Mr.
and
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Frankie
Miller
and
ance was last Sunday at the newiy auto trip Saturday to Orono and Bar guests Joining the AHJS Saturday
Carter, 2b ..........
5 2 1 3 4 1 Sleeper. Three-base hit. Montgomery children were at Pemaquid Sunday .
The biggest-selling package soap in America
organized church school. The chil- I Harbor
on their annual ride and picnic, goThomas. 3b ......
5 1 2 4 2 1 Bases on balls, off Mattson, 1, off
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Fales, Miss I
dren had a "candle lighting temper
The Junior reception was held ing 10
by automobile and R. Gardner, p .
5 0 0 0 2 1 Hunt 1 off Makinen 5. Struck out, Helen Fales, and the Copeland and )
ance service" which proved very Friday evening in the Town hall and boat to Islesboro, where they enjoyed
Day. c ................
5 0 1 2 1 0 by Hunt 5. by Makinen 15. Double Fales families from South Warren
i Friday evening to attend the High
APPLETON
pretty and impressive.
was well attended The play which lheir P‘cnlc lunch’ lhen returning to Freeman, If .....
| School graduation exercises.
5 1 2 4 1 0s play. Mattson, A Starr and M. Starr. recently enjoyed a picnic at MorMiss Susie Hanson of Belfast and
Several from Hope Orange at they put on showed real talent and Belfast to attend the movies ln the
5 0 0 11 1 0 Umpires, Hall and Carr
Cl. Mosher, lb ..
Scorer
,
ton's
Beach.
Mrs. B. N Grant was afternoon and
Mrs. Annie Boynton and sister Mary
tended Knox Pomona at South War was much enjoyed.
»
evening.
Dave.
Herbert Grafton of Thomaston Mclvor with Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge j supper guest of Mrs. Amanda Whitren Saturday and were much
.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Sprague and
The baccalaureate address was de46 6 8 * 29 14 4
j has been visiting his brother A. V Ryder of Camden were ‘n this place | ney Sunday.
three daughters of Jamaica Plain.
pleased with the program presented.
livered Sunday morning by Rev.
Battery F .... 020020002 1—7
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Orafton.
Mass., were in town over the week
1 Frank A. Junkins and it contained
Pirates ....... 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 0—6
,'ice was reported last Thursdny ■
end.
Mr. and Mrs Rudy Carlson and night, and frost doing damage to
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer L, True and some excellent advice and points to
_
,v^^l
•Two out when winning run scored.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert spent
„ .. three children of Manchester, Conn ,
daughter Katherine. Mrs. L. P. True be remembered.
Double i
several gardens.
Two-base hits, Keefe,
Saturday afternoon in Camden where
are guests of Mrs. Caroline Peterson.
and Mrs. Randall Wadsworth moMr. and Mrs John L. Hooper and
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Prior of the
she visited with her brother T. E play. Freeman and Carter. Bases on , Mr. Carlson will return in two weeks.
tored to Portland Saturday for an | Dr. and Mrs. Robert Adams of Au| village were recently callers at A. L j
balls, off Robbins 1, off Gardner 2 I
Oushee and family.
Mrs. Carlson and the children re
outlng trip.
1 burn were guests last week of Mrs.
Burns'.
The Daily Vacation Bible 8chool Struck out, by Robbins 8. by Gard-, maining for the summer.
The Willing Worlcers 4-H Clue Hooper's sister Mrs. P. S. Knowlton,
ner
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by
pitched
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Libby.)
Mr. and Mrs. Thurley Hocking and
met May 27 with their leader Miss! Mrs. Asenath Spofford and Ruth opened Monday morning for a two
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Henderson. Passed ball, Day. Urn-1
week session.
| two children of Melrose Highlands.
Marion Hobbs who gaye them a , Eaton have returned to Mrs. Spofpire,
Smalley.
Scorer,
Whitten.
The primary pupils, Miss Lucy T.
Mass , visited Mrs. Hocking’s father.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear were
good demonstration of yeast bread j ford's home after spending the win-,.. .
. ....
.
... ,
.
Moody teacher, held a picnic at the
. Capt. O. A. Andrews last week.
callers last Thursday on Mrs. Mabel
making. The six members were al! j ter with her daughter Mrs. Leah ; __ _______ r o___ “______ j
Bean shore of Sennebec pond SaturClark Island 20, Rockport 7
Mrs. L. C Sheerer, daughter Mrs St. Clair.
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Miss Eulalia M. Fish Is In Portland of the season when It defeated i Treat 3d. of Nabnasset, Mass., re- nere Saturday with a record' atStonington have moved to their'
working for E. R. Norwood.
where she will visit friends.
Rockport 20 to 7 Sunday on Its own J cently vtsted Mr and Mrs. Prank tendance. Gov. Louis E. Brann was
Sunday cullers on the Earl R.. summer home at North Deer Isle.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Robbins and field. Effective pitching by Carter Wiley.
' the principal speaker.
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Arthur
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Hobart
and
Miss
Norwood family were Donald Farris
Frances Turner of Jamaica Plam. daughter of Ghent, visited relatives and heavy hitting by the island boys j Mrs. Elsie Giles, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- { Mrs jun& Gross who has been
and Emery Simmons.
Sun
were the features of this game liam Keene and Mr. and Mrs. A W. i vetting her cousin Mrs. Ada Spear
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Herbert Hardy and Mass . arrived here last week TuesMr and
Grover and The score;
Hooper were in Friendship Sunday I returned j^t week to her home in
sons Billie, Vinal and David, Mr. and day to spend the summer.
Mrs. Kenneth Greenlaw and two dau8hter
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guests of Mrs. Ethel Day.
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Clark Island
Mrs. Arthur S. Harwood, Mrs. Julia
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Thomas and W. J. Pinkham of Lynn.
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William Simmons and daughter
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Mr. and Mrs. Allie Starling of Ella and Mrs. 'Rose Marshall atMisses Mary Bills and Oertrude far as Boston, and Raymond Haskell
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— irresistibly delicious 1
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Cain's Mastermixt May
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Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Bradford and
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and Mrs. Byron Davis Sunday.
" ) day evening.
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flavor to many things.
with their daughter and the Clark
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the
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for
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and Mrs. L. B. Wood of Bangor and
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, the graduation, were Robert Perry
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Mrs. Lucy Smith two days last
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French Drening
her training at Knox Hospital.
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Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Beal and |
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John E. Cain. 187
full flavor u ill delight
children of Phillips were at Mrs.
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WALDO COUNTY SERVICE
you.
bridge, Maas.
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) Ada Spear's over the weekend, reReldy, c, rf ..... .... 4 0 0 4
Miss Villa Stahl of Broad Cove Murray, 3b, lb ... 3 2 I 2
Allan M. Howes of Augusta has j turning Sunday afternoon accomvisited Mrs. Eldora Oross Friday Ladd, sd
asked the Public Utilities Commls-' panted by Mrs. Alice Spear who is
... 4 1 1 1
evening.
sion for a certificate to operate mo- in very poor health. Friends are
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Mr. and Mrs Alton Simmons and Hamalien. p, cf .... 4 0 0 2
tor vehicles for hire between Augusta ) extending to her best wishes for rechildren spent the weekend with Mr. H'kkson, 3b
and Belfast, passing through and! covery.
... 1 0 1 1
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serving South China, Weeks Mills.
Mrs. Mary Libby who has been
Miss Marjorie Gross of Waldoboro Snow, p
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.... 1 1 o o
spent last Saturday with her grand •Ladd
Belmont The commission called a home of Frank' Adams has com- j
.... 1 0 0 0
mother Mrs. Eldora Oro6s.
public hearing on the request, to be pleted her duties and returned to
Mr. and Mrs Dewey Wlnchenbach
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, her home here.
,
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3 held at the State House, June 13.
and two daughters of West Waldo
•There’s a food
•Ladd batted for Snow.
boro were callers at William Thome's
Two-base hits, Edwards, Lampi 2,
that helps to keep you
Sunday.
Anderson,
Stein and Maki 1. Home
young at any age!
Mrs. John Johannlson and daugh
run, Knight. Struck out, by Carter
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET
ter Marjorie visited at William Gross'
Crisp-baked for quick
9, by Harrison 1, by Hamalien 4.
Friday.
digestion. CrispKILL Plant and Shrub Insects with POMO-GREEN. 1 lb. 75c;
Bases on balls, off Daucette 1. off'
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley and Mr.
5 lbs. $3.00.
Hamalien 1, off Carter 2, off Harri
baked to delight your
and Mrs. Ralph Eugley were visitors
KILL cot »wms, slugs, etc, with SNAROL. l'i lbs. 35c; 4 lbs. 85c;
son 1. Hit by pitcher, H. Graffam.
on Beacon
taste. And blessed
in Broad Cove last week.
15 lbs. $3.00; 50 lbs., $8.00.
Umpire, Milne. Scorer, McOuffie.
Nest to the
Misses Stella and Della Chase ot
with all of whole wheat's bran, proteins, car
• • • •
I Houw
xjjjniuiiiihiiiu
, ji«
KILL Ants with ANTROL. Antrol sets 75c. Antrol syrup, 4 ot. 35c;
Dutch Neck were ln this place Sun
bohydrates, minerals, vitamins, to give you all
South Thomaston 7, Rockville 0
pint, 85c; gallon, $3.50.
day.
of Nature’s richest cereal gift. With cream,with
Best Rockville could do against
KILL WEEDS with DODGE WEED KILLER. Quart. 60c; gallon,
Albion Genthner of South Waldo
$1.75; 5 gallons, $8.00; 10 gallons, $14.00
South
Thomaston Sunday w*as to 1
fruit—any way you like it—try this VITALLY
boro is visiting his daughter Mrs.
Juit a few minutes' walk to the theatre, hoanuaL
make three hits off Makinen, and j
DIFFERENT food—Shredded Wheat—
IThen you see Niagara
Circulars and Catalog on request
Melvin Oenthner.
and shopping centers.
Falls on the package,
3033
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Elwell ot
you KNOW you have
today ... And Jorget your years.
Shredded H heat.
**rARM, CUklRY end POULTRY »UPPUtS ~ SEEDS
Loud's Island were guests last week Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
New Lower Rates
tism,
Sclatlra, Neuritis, Muscular
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons.
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
Rooms without bath,
up; with bath, H.OO up
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley and
METHYL BALM
bring almost Instant relief?
child visited Monday with her par wlll JOHNSTON
’S DRUG STORE
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
rCPEWAL end TEMPLE 5T5-, PORTt.AJYP MAIItUL
* ROCKLAND
ents Mr. and Mrs. James A. Stewart 73 PARK ST.,
Sent Post Paid on receipt of prtoe
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of Republic of Liberia
Same Way Our Moon Did
The senior class of 1933 Vinalhaven
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bragg have
Clarence Lunt who has been visit
three lines Inserted once for 25 j ♦
♦
A colored man named Edward returned from a trip to Canada.
If any plant or creature lives on exceed
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi- | R
ing his parents Mr and Mrs. Frank High School and undergraduates will
tlonal lines flve cents each for one time.
Roye,
formerly
a
resident
of
New

Mars,
lt
must
be
quite
different
from
SEEDLINGS and tomato plants for
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell, Shirley
Lunt, returned to Boston Wednesday. attend Union Church Sunday at 11.30
10 cents for three times. Six words
sale—strong, stocky, dark green, well
the things on earth, observes a make
ark, Ohio, became president of the
a line.
•
Miss Maxine Eaton of Portland is a. m.. and Rev. N. F. Atwood will de- republic of Liberia. Tbe circum and Robart Elwell and St-lna Olson
hardened, large variety. All 30c per doz.
writer ln the SL Louis’ Globe-Demo
Handsome pansies 20c per basket.
I liver the baccalaureate sermon. stances thnt led to the establish of Unity were guests Sunday of Mr,
visiting Miss Phyllis Belasco.
crat.
Vegetables ln season. CHATER'S OAR
DENS. Back road Rockport to Camden.
'
There
will
be
special
music
by
the
and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell.
The Maine Public Health Depart
The nights nre very cold, as low
ment of till# republic follow:
____ ______________________________ 67-72
ment has bestowed upon the pupils choir and Mrs. Joseph Kittredge will
In temperature ns 11 degrees below
The negro republic of Liberia
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Catlin,
1927 WHIPPET 6 cylinder 4 door
owes Its origin to American philan daughter Ruth and Mrs. A E Earlr.
zero—and breathing ls difficult be
ln grade one, Miss Lenora Ney be soloist.
sedan, for sale, flrst class condition; also
Dalton
adding machine.
Inquire 14
cause the air is rare. And there Is
teacher, the health habit trophy for
The High School seniors an thropy and enterprise. On the last Mr. and Mrs. Roger Ludwig, Mrs.
____________________ 67*69
MENTAL CASES a specialty at the OCEAN ST.
a
scarcity
of
water,
which
we
would
day
of
1810
a
body
of
men
who
faithful performance of health habits nounce their graduating exercises on
Susie Ludwig. Mrs. Nora Ludwig and
DODGE REST HOME. Spruce Head
WHEN you are planning to sell your
formerly $8.58
sought a solution of the slavery
find quite unbearable.
Maine. Reasonable terms. Best refer chlrkens and fowl, call PETER EDJune 15. at 7 o'clock, at Memorial problem through the return of the Mrs. Sidney Walter werc Memorial
for 12 consecutive weeks.
ences.
65*67-tf
______________________
________________
WARDS
Tel 806-J., Rockland
65-tf
More than that, we'd probably
Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock j hall. There are 18 in the class, 11 negroes of Africa formed the Amer Day visitors at Percy Ludwig's.
BLACK LEATHER pocketbook, conEIjBCTRJC mangle, practically new.
feel very giddy. There is no strong
money and other articles lost. Price right. Can be seen at corner Kelhave as guests Mr. and Mrs. C. S. girls and 7 boys. S. B. Hopkins is ican Colonization society, with
J W. Gilbert has returned to his
pull of gravity on Mars, like that tainlng
Flnder please return to COURIER-GA- ley and Thomaston Sts., or TEL. 765
Emery and Miss Charlene Emery of principal and Mildred Hopkins and llenry Clay for president, thelr nim home in South Union after making
on earth, which holds us firmly und ZETTE ofllce or call 273-J.________ 67-69 __________
67-09
being to establish au African col a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Albee SidePortland, parents and sister of Mrs. Gwendoline Oreen, assistants.
steadily down on the ground. A
BROWN ZIPPER bag. between Oreen
DRY HARD fitted wood for sale. $7 75
hop and a skip on Mars, and one Gables Inn. Camden and Eastern «team- cord; mixed wood fitted. 15.75. FRANK
Mr. and Mrs W. Adelbert Smith ony for freed slaves.
Woodcock, and Mrs. Robert Carey,
linger.
shlp wharf. Belfast.
Return to Green ERICKSON. R. 1. Box 70. Thomaston
Not
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did
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be soaring up ln the air, and Gables Inn Reward. MARY C. NILES
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an aunt, of Woodfords. who came to are in Rockland this week, their
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Kallto and son
succeed In Inducing African princes
North Islesboro. $4e.
68-70
sailing
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NEW Dodge-Plymouth and used cars,
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By the help of telescopes, which deposit book numbered 16013 and the
beth Woodcock from the Thomaston Knox Hospital where she underwent in 1821 a treaty was concluded by calling on friends ln this place Sun
Tenant's Harbor Tel. 8007
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project our sight thousands of owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
an
appendicitis
operation
Tuesday.
BUFFET, china closet, dining table,
High School.
which they obtained a tract of land day.
miles past the limits of our eyes, accordance with the provision of the comb,
bookcase-writing desk, library
Law.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
Mr, and Mrs. Dewey Brown had as MO miles long by 500 deep, on the
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Mrs. James Hall of Elmore is visit
scientists have seen n network of State
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Mrs. Mary Chapman was overnight
Shirley Williams. Mrs. Edith Clark
1
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mother
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together with the means for culti
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are really marshes which arc flood In accordance with the provision of the
and Mrs. Josephine Tabbutt of Ten guest Monday of her sister Mrs. Re vating the land. The first town
law
THOMASTON NATIONAL hard fitted wood $7.75
ROBERT ES
Mrs. Elmer Smith. Miss Mildred
ed with water when the Ice at the State
BANK, by R O. ELLIOT Conservator ANCY. Liberty. Me Tel Washington
ant's Harbor attended. While there becca Arey.
established was Monrovia, named Meyer. Mrs Leon Achorn. Leonard
polar regions of Mars melts, and Thomaston. Me.. June 7. 1933 68*Th-74 12-23._____________________________ 67*69
Mrs. F. L. Roberts spent the past j for the then President of the Unit i and Floyd Meyer have been recent
they experienced a heavy thunder
which dry up when it freezes again.
WE HAVE the bankrupt stock of A E.
Spear for sale at attractive prices, con
storm which split a large shade tree week in Lisbon Falls, guest of Mr and ed States. The form of government ! visitors at Mrs. Addie Achorn's.
Tills, they say, makes the network
sisting
of corn and bean planter, plows
ultimately adopted was that of the
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in front of the hall where they were Mrs. Edward Prosser.
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United
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machine,
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i
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STORE, at The Highlands
62-tf
Sometimes
as
the
planets
swing
The Needlecraft Club met Wed tection of the Americans was with J Mrs. Nellie Meyer is spending the
Rockland, where she has been em
MATERNITY cases taken at home
FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
around the sun. It comes fairly near Reasonable
prices.
Address
20
MYRTLE
nesday
with
Mrs.
Joseph
Kittredge.
ployed as nurse in the home of Ar
88: ntted soft wood. 86. T. J. CARdraw! and the country became the month with her mother Mrs. Addie
the earth—within 35,000,000 miles, ST. Rockland.
66*68 cord
ROLL. Tel 263-21.
60-tf
Pleasant River Grange of Vinal Free and Independent Republic of I Achorn.
thur Baker.
,
but usually it ls more than 60,000,- . HOU^?^ertOf„mny.nkln^,Tr',,nced, ' «« SALE^SpOCl.l Tot All Tht.
• • • •
haven will entertain Limerock Valley Liberia.
000 miles away from us.
! Rev. A. I. Oliver of Auburn was thc
rwenl
.
iii" Month — Extra Large Hcalthy-Day-Old
The interior of the Michael Cullen Pomona June 10. The program will
SAIMA MATSONLom t£Je Me Chlclt’ rlood Blood,,d »»d B'«» To Lay
speaker at the Sundav afternoon
Gradually Mars ls drying up, In MFtls
MR* SAIMA MATSON. Long Love Me R ,
Barred and White Plymouth
store is being somewhat modernized 1 be found in another column under
much the same way as our moon _________________________
0
Rocks. White Wyandottes. and White
service. May 28.
Nationi of the Heruli,
$7 75 per 100. Heavy Odds and
The June meeting of the Thomas Limerock Pomona.
did; and In a few million years lt ELDERLY person to board, or semt- Leghorns.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Benner and
lnvaltd
Best care, sunny room, quiet End*. $5 per 100; 100', Live Delivery
Ostrogoths and Vandals
• • • •
ton Nurse Association was held Sat
will probably be too dry and too home.
Guaranteed. White Pekin Ducks, per 10O
MRS
M
E
MtfKINNEY.
49
Hugh
Benner
of
Rockland
were
call

GOOD SHOES
What became ot the nations of
68*70 —$1500; Bronze Turkey Poult*. $35.00
cold for anything possibly to live on Cedar 8t Tel 1051-J.
urday evening in the selectmen's,
Marguerite Chapter Entertained
MAINE
hundred. Goslings. 75c cach
One
ers Sunday at Mrs. Addie Achorn':;. ROCKLAND.
the
Ileruli,
the
Ostrogoths
and
the
WANTED
YOU
TO
KNOW
that per
Its
surface.
office. Mrs. Frank D. Elliot presiding.
week old chicks 10c cach; two weeks old
GRASS Is Just green hay—To prevent a chicks
Monday evening was of special In Vandals ls a matter of very ancient
County Agent Wentworth recently
12c
cach.
No
business
has
with
slump In late summer and to keep your stood thc Depression like the Poultry
Miss Christine Moore was elected a terest to Marguerite Chapter, O.ES.. history. The Heruli, first heard of
gave a grafting and pruning demon
cows In good flesh and condition Business. For lots of 50 add lc cach on
member of the executive committee. when Goldenrod Chapter of Rockland in history about the middle ot the
Shows Genius Occurs in
throughout the year, don’t quit feed
UNION
stration at Albert Elwell's.
and 5c each on Ducks and Tur
ing them -Give them Stover’s Pride 20 Chicks
Among thc items in thc report of was entertained as their guests. Third century, passed south from
Two
or
More
Generations
per
cent Dairy Ration, an all-pure feed keys. You can beat the depression with
Miss Ruth Clark, county club
poultry,
on the farm or on the back lot
Mrs. Flint, R. N., for the month of There were 14 members who came the coast ot the eastern Baltic,
$1.53 per bag. or "More For Less" 20 ln the city.
All orders shipped Imme
A stud)' of books dealing with tlie at
leader, met with the Happy Workers Dr. H. Edric Plumer of Boston arper cent Dairy Ration at $133 per bag. diately
on
receipt of Cash or P. O. order.
May were: 139 calls, including bed over on the afternoon boat and were swept with tlie Goths into the east
r.vcd Wednesday to become asso subject of genius and heredity such and you will And lt pays to feed and Parcel Post Prepaid
4-H Club Thursday afternoon.
We have several
ern
provinces
of
Rome
and
found

keep the cows ln flesh on pasture.
side nursing, dressings and etheriz- met by the reception committee, Mrs.
thousand for Delivery Dally.
If you
There were many out of town ciated with his father Dr. H. H. as Itibot's "Heredity’’ wlll show Wholesale and Retail Distributors ln want
ed
an
empire
on
the
Danube.
They
healthy,
hardy,
strong
Chicks on
ings; dental work, 1 clinic held with E. A. Smalley and Mrs. Charles
numerous cases of genius occurring Southern Maine for the famous Elmore
the MORE FOR LESS Plan Higher
appear as reinforcements of Odoa- visitors at Ludwig cemetery Me Plumer.
Feeds.
Lehigh
Portland
Cement,
fertil

ln two or more generations. Doctor
4 children attending. 10 extractions. Chilles and given a sight seeing trip J cer in his invasion of the western
Quality for Less Money, order today.
morial Day.
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Plumer are Saleeby ln hls ’’Pareiithoodand Race izers and land lime STOVER'S CASH Wholesale and Retail Distributors In
3 fillings, also assistance to Dr Ellis in autos before the banquet in Ma provinces of Rome ln 470. Their
GRAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS for
Maine for the famous Elmore
leaving Friday morning for New Culture" says: “It is impossible to STOVER FEED MFG CO on track 86 Southern
Feeds. Fertilizer. Lehigh Portland Cein extractions at homes; 17 social sonic hall at 6 p. m.
king, Rudolph, formed an alliance
T^2Mnd
JU4t ‘"'“’a^ "tent
Land Ltm». Lowc.t C.sh and
question that the hereditary trans
York
to
attend
the
graduation
ex

welfare visits; 17 calls on physicians;
Te! 1200
66 68 C.rry price. In New England —
STOVERS
Chapter called at 7.30 and work was with Theodorlc the Great, but they
mission of genius or great talent mour».
ercises
of
their
daughter
Miss
Mary
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted. CASH GRAIN STORE DISTRIBUTOR
school work, 9 visits to schools, about exemplified ln a very creditable were afterwards conquered by the
does
occur"
and
he
quotes
the
Bach
Apply
at
MODERN
PANTS
COMPANY
for STOVER FEED MFG CO On track.
A. Plumer, from the Flatbush
18 hours in weighing and inspecting manner by the officers of Marguerite i Longobardi Part of them were
59-tf 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below Ar
family, the Arnolds, the Mills and
driven
toward
Scandinavia,
and
Teacher
Training
School.
mours Tel 1200
68-78
POSITION
as
chef
or
order
cook
want

260 children in the grades. The Chapter. The presentation of the
other examples. Dr. Paul Kammerpart lingered on the borders of the
There were 124 present at fhe M£. er ln hls "The Inheritance of Ac ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY,
general fund received $14 from Mrs flag ceremony was performed by Roman empire. They did good serv STEAMSHIP LINES
Grace St City.
*tf it **************^
church school Sunday. Sadness was quired Characteristics” states:
KEYS' KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
Copping's delightful presentation ot Worthy Matron Helen Chapman and ice to the Byzantine empire, but
brought to thc hearts of all when "Genius can be acquired, but hardly order. Keys made to flt locks when
"Of Thee I Sing" recently.
after
encountering
the
Vandals
ln
original keys are lost. House, office or
marshal Frances Morse of Goldenrod i
it was learned of the accident which ' h.v one Individual and within the Car. Code books provide keys for all I
Mrs. Clifton Morse of Port Clyde Chapter and was especially pleasing. Africa and the Ostrogoths in Italy,
course
of
one
generation.
And
locks without bother. Scissors and
belt 11 Edgar Whitten. He is one ol
sharpened Prompt service. Rea
who has been visiting her sister Mrs. Guests from Goldenrod chapter were: vanished from history. The Ostro
genius ls hereditary, though prob Knives
SMALL rent of four rooms, to let.
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.
goths
lived
at
a
very
early
time
In
the
Sunday
school
boys
in
Mr
West Meadow. Write or call at premAletha Thompson, has returned Worthy Matron Helen Chapman.
ably not without the contributory 408 Mnln 8t . Rockland. Tel 791 65-tf at
Daily Except Sunday to Boston,
l.e. J. S OARDNER______________ 66*68
southern Russia; they were con Daily Except Monday to other points. Yeungs class in the intermediati co-operation of the environment. It
to her home.
Associate Matron Maude E. Blodgett; quered by the Huns ln 357. In 479
FOUR room unfurnished apartment
Mrs. Jennie Hupper of Port Clyde Chaplain Nellie MacKay, Marshal f they crossed the Alps Into Italy and Read Down
Reid Up room, and well liked by hosts of! ls necessary thnt favorable condi
to let. modern conveniences, garage If
♦
8 desired. 818 a month V. F. STUDLEY.
tions
of
heritage
and
environment
friends.
Three
girls
sang
"The
Old
guest for a few days of Mrs Santord Frances Morse. Past Matrons Vivian i became incorporated with other na
283 Main St Tel 1080
66-tt
BANGOR
Rugged Cross." while thc classes meet, In order to make possible the
Hylfr, returned home Tuesday.
Hewett, Evie Orcutt and Ivy Chatto; ! tions. The kingdom of the Vandals 5 30 A MJ Lv. ROCKLAND
BEST Bve room tenement In city. All
Due 7:30 P MJ
great
achievements
ln
which
genius
modern, furnished or unfurnished, low
lv 2 30 P M* were coming In. The president ol
Music Sundav morning at the Bertha White. Aurelia Bray. Mary waa overthrown ln 534 by Bell- 10 45 AM# Due BANGOR
manifests Itself to our eyes. The
rent Opposite Scientist Church. MIKE
If you have a cottage to let or
" A thq W.C.T.U., Mrs. Clara Wallace, necessity ot such u combination ex
ARMATA. Men's Shop. Park St
67-69
Baptist Church: Anthem, "Savior Chapman, Edith Duncan. Frances sariua, the general of the eastern
desire summer boarders advertise the
BOSTON
Emperor
Justinian.
gave a very interesting talk to the plains the rarity of recognized gen
fact In this paper where thousands
FIVE ROOM tenement to let Oround
Again to thy Dear Name." Sheldon; Farrand, Albert Briggs. E. Mont
8 30 P M 8 Lv ROCKLAND
Due 4:30 A M#
wlll read of lt.
Boor All modem 9 Suffolk St. M M
6 30 A M # Due BOSTON
Lv. 5:30PM* ycung oeeile on the harmiulness as ius, and nlso the fact that many
tenor and baritone duet from Stain Perry; and from Forget-me-Not
GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
68-tf
SEVERAL cottages all furnished, for
more
unrecognized
geniuses
thnn
we
well as the wrong of cigarette smok
It Pays to Be Polite
ers "Crucifixion." Harold W. Green? Chapter, South Thomaston, Elvie I
HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland St. All
sale or to let for the season at Old
BAR HARBOR LINE
garage.
D. SHAFTER
ing. Dorothy Esancv read a poem dream of tread the soil of our Orchard BANOOR REAL ESTATE EX Improvements,
Natives of the Carollnas are not
and Raymond K Greene; response. Curtis and Continental Chapter Mil- I
15 Rockland St.
65-tf
Due 6.45 P M *
5 30* M # Lv. ROCKLAND
planet" Doctor Kemmerer men CHANGE. 114 Exchange St . Bangor.
62-73
"Supplication." Scott. Sunday eve- burn. N. J . Evelyn Hall The chap ed for thelr great politeness. In 11 30 AM# Oue BAR HARBOR Lv 1:30 P.M* in connection with the lesson. A tions five of the Important ob
COMPLETELY furnished six room
I duet in closing. “Rescue the Perish- stacles to the Inh ritanre of genius
COOPERS Beach cottage for sale or apartment to let. grand piano, open
ing at 7 o'clock. Children's Day ter was pleased to have present the | the old days when people still
Unusually attrac
BROOKLIN LINE
to let: electricity, fireplace, good water, fireplace, oil burner
traveled on raitroad trains, a pas
,
ing."
was
sang
by
H
E.
Mank
anri
service. Choral Scciety and Junior oldest past matron of Marguerite senger was enjoying a smoke ln the 5 30 A M J Lv. ROCKLAND
and adds that with the obstacles garage, one of the finest views of Penob tive
----- opportunity
-------------- to right party CALL
Due 6 30 P M t
scot
Bay.
Camden
Mts.
Call
178-R
or
489-R
or
958-J
for
appointment
Lv. 3 15 PM* John Howard. Next Sunday will b? removed, the law of inheritance will
Choir will sing "The Awakening Chapter. Mrs Margaret Kossuth. All smoking ear. From time to time he 8 30 A M # Due BROOKLIN
at BLACKINGTON S SHOE STORE
TENEMENT xt 80 Pleasant St. to let.
i observed as Children's Dav. and the once more assert Itself.
68-70 vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage
Chorus" and “Who Is This One?" of the regular officers were in their expectorated with great satisfaction
Daylight Saving Time
COTTAGE on Ash Point shore, six TEL 958-J.________________________ 61-tf
§ Daily except Monday
* paily except Sunday , epneert by the children will be ln
antiphonally. and "That Sweet Story stations and sisters Ida Libby and out of the open window.
rooms, phone, artesian well, lights, to
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St.,
of Old." Miss Estelle Moore wiil I Ruth Arey acted as candidates.
The rush of air caused by the FARES GREATLY REDUCED ‘th? auditorium at 7 o'clock standard
let for season or for sale
DR. C. F ■even pleasant rooms: also two garages
Payment of Interett
FRENCH Tel 198-W
67-89 Inquire 12 WARREN ST
65-tf
fast-flying
train
must
have
Inter

An
offering
will
be
taken
which
will
The Encyclopedia of Social Sci
ring "Children's Day." Harold W.
The supper committee was Hilma
Damariscotta Lake. 7-room cottage
For reservations apply
THREE ROOM furnished apartment
' go towards the Student Loan Fund.
ences says: “Iu the Middle ages forON rent
Greene will use the solo. "Leave it Webster. Beulah Drew. Cora Peter fered with his aim, for a tall, lean
Electricity, flush, running to let. Inquire at 57 CRESCENT ST
ROCKLAND WHARF
Carolinian ln the seat Just back of
the prohibition (upon Interest) was wster. boat: sandy beach near Desirable __
________________________________ 68-70
with Him for the lilies all do."
son, Christina Christie; entertain him touched him lightly on the
fishing parties
LILLIAN NASH. 2
premised on religious and ethical for
THREE furnished rooms to let for
Maple St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 936
Wiliam Lenfest who has been ment. Allie Lane, Hazel Dyer. Eliza shoulder and remarked with great
principles. A loan was usually made
66*68 light housekeeping Private bath and
confined at home for a month by beth Ross. Cora Peterson, Minnie politeness: "Mistah, you done spit
garage
Rent reasonable at 65 NORTH
nnder stress of fq*ecial need of con
FOR RENT, at Holiday Beach an eight MAIN ST Tcl 261-J_____________ 67-63
grip was up town Wednesday.
Smith; reception, Agnes Smalley and on me foh times an’ I say nothin’
sumption purposes, and It was con room cottage for July For particulars
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
MRS W C. VIDITO. X Grace St
• • • •
sidered that to exact Interest under write
Margie Chilles; pianist, Ola Carver about It I wouldn't aay nothin’
Lowell. Mas*
60-tf Called for aud delivered. Hpavy water
I
bMt
ballast
roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARDServies at the Church of St. John Ames. Blanch Kittredge was soloist |
such
circumstances
was
to
take
ad

There’s Joy In This Homc
COTTAGES at seashore snd lakes tor
1 of clothes. —Exchange.
vantage of a brother's need. Indeed sale and to let Manv good bargains WARE CO. 408 Main St__________ 65-tf
Baptist Trinity Sunday will be: during thc work.
ROOM to let In private family at 15
Write for list L. A. THURSTON. Rock
Safe and swift and sure Is Allenru— I It was admittedly a compromise
Holy eucharist and rermon at 9,
Worthy Matron Eleanor Gregory
65-tf MYRTLE ST______________________ 67*69
In 24 hours the excess uric acid that with strict Christian tenets to re land. Tel. 1159.
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
Mirs Hazel Harrison will play a vio was in general supervision, and read
caused TOUT rheumatic attack or your
Hiitoric Wales
three room furnished apartment, both
neuritis or datlca starts to ’cave the quire repayment of the principal.
lin solo. Church school, 1030 a. m.; er for the entertainment, the trav
Wales, smaller than the state of
heated
and
newly finished. MRS.
bodv in 43 hours pain, agony and The doctrinal basis of the opposi
Specialize »n Chimes and French
FROST Tel. 318-W
65-tf
swelling ceases—no wonder many thou
evening service omitted. Tomorrow elogue, 'A Trip Around the World ln Massachusetts, ls full of historic
tion
to
Interest
was
found
In
the
Clocks
sands are thankful and sing Its praises.
FURNISHED apartment to let. tw
night iFridayt at 7 p. m., litany.
Ask for Allenru a powerful yet safe concept of objective value, any de
Yacht Roamer," with a large chorus attractions. Here are a few: Hafod,
All Work Guaranteed
4“
•
;
rooms_and
private
bath.
192
LIMEFOCK
.......
prescription that Is so outstanding ln parture from which wns looked upon
ST Tel 600 or 211-M
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Mr and Mrs. A. V. Barton and The several countries were represent where Handel wrote hls famous
Its effectiveness that lt ls sold by David
"Hallelujah Chorus"; the Twelfth
SEVERAL
HOTELS
that
arc
tully
HEATED apartments,
all modern,
modem four
partments. ell
Jeweler
L McCarty. Druggist and leading drug as unjust. It was argued that no
children of New London. Ccnn.. are ed by the following: France, Rita Century cathedral of St David's;
equipped and now doing business, for rooms
Apply et CAMDEN & ROCKNow located at
gists everywhere with the distinct un value could attach to the use of a
sale:
send
for
list
BANOOR
REAL
ES

LAND
WATER
CO
Tfl
634
65-tf
guests of Mrs. Barton's father, Greenlaw and Nina Ames; Spain, the Druid remains ln the Temple
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE derstanding that you must be satisfied consumptive good separate from n TATE EXCHANOE. 114 Exchange St.
UPPER furnished apartment ot three
or
money
back
—
an
8
ounce
bottle
for
Gardens
of
Llandrindod
Wells;
the
Bangor.
______________
62-73
Matthew Linekin.
Gertrude Sellars; Italy, Flavilla
tot Main Street
Rorkland
rooms, modern, to let
Oarage If de85 cents.
good Itself, and money wns regard
Miss Edith Gilmore of Hiram ls Arey; England, Ida Libby and Nina traces of Roman camps ln the vicin
THREE small places for sale, suitable alred. Excellent condition. TEL. 899-W.
ed as consumptive because It could
65-tf
henneries. 3 to 15 acres. 8750 to
guest of her sister. Mrs. Theodore Ames; Scotland, Elizabeth Ross and ity of the ivy-clad ruins of Llan
he used only by parting with it. An for
8850. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main Rt
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
dovery castle and the earthworks at
other argument was directed against Tel. 1080
65-tf Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
Rita Greenlaw; Ireland. Flora Brown
65-tf
McLain.
Church Stretton; Ileddegelert the
the payment for time, over w!4*&
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
HOUSE at 22 Oak St. to let. all mod
Mirs Flora Burton who has been and Hazel Dyer; Hawaii, Cora Peter burial place of Llewellyn's famous
ern. newly renovated, alx rooms, 820.
no mun could claim ownership.1*
living with her aunt, Mrs. Ida son and Louise Libby; tableaux, "Lib hound; Conway castle, built by Ed
Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerCobb-Davls.
65-tf
Brasier, Elliot street, has returned erty.'' Lena Davidson; "America." Ida ward I, and Carnarvon castle, where
AVAILABLE
for
rent
four
desirable
the
first
prince
of
Wales
was
born.
EVERY PLAYER A STAR
to her former home in the Caven Libby; pianist. Ola Carver Ames;
Country Sat to Muiic
tenements. Main. Orove. Orace. Court
Sts. ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb
The country that Mozart set to
I captain and builder of the yacht,
family. Clark Island.
EVERY STAR AN ENTERTAINER!
Davla.
65-tt
music is all that region of Austria
Firty laymen and ministers at Capt. Frank Rossiter.
lile That Vaniihed
which
runs
from
Salzburg,
through
tended the meeting of the Lincoln
One of the most curious earth
■ «i
the Snlzkammergut nnd about Bod
i»
CARD OF TIIANKS
Association
of
Congregational
I wish to thank the Ladles of the quakes on record occurred ln 1715,
Gasteln. Appronchlng from Hof
i
♦
♦
Churches in the local church Tues O A. R and the kind friends who pre says the Montreal Herald, when a
Gastein, the Iloche Tauern moun
sented me with my new wheel chair.
small lsland la the Greek Archipela
day. The services were interesting
Mrs Marietta Winslow
tains hurl themselves dramatically
Vinalhaven.
* go, named Turks Solomon's island,
W7I.L THE GENTLEMAN who tele
against the sky, and if lt were not
and helpful. The ladies of the
disappeared during the night It
phoned me June 2 concerning my lost
for some four or flve palatial hotels
church furnished a fine dinner.
cat please write me hls name and ad
had been a warm summer evening,
Jutting out beside the ravine, you
dress Immediately so that I can mall
An item of interest for local per of 73 ycars. A nephew and niece liv without a breath of wind or sugges
htm a check and Instructions for send
would
say
that
It
was
a
wild
nnd
ing
in
Chicago
went
at
once
and
took
ing the cat to me. ANNE T. BUCK. At
sons is the knowledge that John
tion cf storm. The Inhabitants of
lovely mountnlii village, where one
lantic. Maine.
67*69
the
remains
to
that
city,
where
they
neighboring Islands rose the next
Matthews will graduate from Buckof the most famous cascades of Eu
i ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea.
were
buried
in
her
brother
Franks
morning,
looked
out
to
sea
for
the
ncll University, Pa , this week.
rope, the (toiling Itlver Ache, throws
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
familiar sight of thelr neighbor, and
j __________________________
65-tf
Itself with violence Into thc valley
Clifton Felt is graduating from lot..
• • • •
found It had gonel
MRS MINNIE MILES. Sunshine Inn.
nearly
500
feet
below.
The
beauti

Higgins Classial Institute, Charles
| Is prepared to take boarders at reduced
Months later the timbered farm
Mrs. Delora E. Keene
ful lakes of the Snlzknmmergut nnd
rates Also light housekeeping apart ton this week.
houses were still a menace to the
! ment to let. 31 OCEAN ST.
67-69
such villages ns Truuernkirchen
Mrs. De'.ora E. Keene died ln shipping in the locality.
Remember the alumni ball Friday
M. E. WEBBER-Fish Market. Water
make
the
region
unique
in
beauty.
ecause
the
wedding
and Ocean Sts. Open dally. Wlll carry
night.
Kirkpatrick's
Orchestra, Rockland, June 6 as the result of a
i all grades Native caught fish.
67*69
invitations should be
competent committee and experi fall while visiting in Rcckville. Slip
All Cat* Are Similar
LADIES Reliable hair goods at RneX“Cheat.
was
thc
widow
of
Alvin
O.
Keene.
mailed
two
weeks
before
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order!
enced natronesses.
There are more than 40 species
solicited. H. C. RHODFn. Tai. StB-.*.
Under English feu ill law all land
They came to Thomaston about 47
thc wedding itself, they
of cats, ranging from lions nnd
65-tf
reverted to tbe crow n If in default
years ago and purhased a place on tigers to a wild spotted variety thnt
Miss Alice (iates
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satlsfacmust be ordered well in
of
heritable
lielrs
—
in
oilier
words,
lt
| tion guaranteed Called for and deliv
News was received by letter Mon High street. Mr. Keene died In 1925. is smaller than any house cat, and
escheated (from the l.utin excadere
ered. Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
advance. And, because
HARDWARE CO . 408 Main St., City
day morning of the death of Miss since which time Mrs. Keene had all are unmistakably alike in hah—to fall awny). And the officers
65-tf
they arc so critically in
Alice Gates at Adrian, Michigan. maintained her home in the same Its and structure. One distinguish
who lull charge of the Interests ot
A
Paramount
Picture
lng
characteristic
possessed
hy
prac

She joined the Baptist
the crown In mutters of land that
Miss Gates was born June 20, 1860, place.
spected by their recipi
tically every member of the cat fnm
WITH
should so pass to thc king were
in Thomaston, where her earlier Church in 1889. remaining a mem lly Is the ability to draw back or
ents, they must also be
Peggy Hopkins Joyce
called "esclieaters.” There is food
years were spent, and she graduated ber until her death. She is sur retract thelr claws Into protecting
W.C. Fields Rudy Vallee
ter
the
honesty
of
those
men
whose
ultra-correct. Unweave
from the Thomaston High School in vived by a brother, Arthur Mossman sheaths. This makes their footsteps
name rame to be synonymous with
Geo. Burns & Gracie Allen
Wedding Papers can be
Parcel Delivery
the elass of 1880. She was a daugh of Thomaston and two sisters. Mrs. noiseless and keeps thelr weapons
“thief.'’
Col. Stoopnagle & Budd
shown you at
ter of Capt. Myles Gates and Nancy Tolman of Vinalhaven and Mrs. sharp.
Stuart Erwin Sari Maritza
A. Hedrick Oates of Marietta. Ohio. Rena Andrews of Tenant's Harbor.
Family Washings
The Courier-Gazette
Cab Calloway & Orchestra
With her brother Frank she went to
Called For and Delivered
Baby
Rose
Marie
Bela
Lugosi
Aik to see them
Turn That Vacant Room
SOUTH THOMASTON
Chicago where they made their home.
Girls in Cellophane
Into Cash With a
Miss Gates for the past 11 years had
A parents' rally sponsored by the
been in charge of the Girls' Indus Boy Scouts will be held tonight at thc
| PRICE tare LOWtST
TODAY "CAVALCADE"
“To Rent” Advertisement
trial School in Adrian, Mich , and 'Keag Grange hall, starting at 7.30.
TeL 106-R
in The Courier-Gazette
was in active service when deatn A big surprise program will be pre
WBDBIMti PAPERS
Telephone
770
The
Courier-Gazette
came trom heart tailure, at the age sented.

Blue Shoe

Sale

LOST AND FOUND

Walk-Over Blues
Now $6.95

$5 Blue Shoes
Now $3.95
Other Blues
Now $2.95

Youths’ and Boys’
Sneakers
48c and 79c

•

Men’s Work
Sneakers
$1.29

WANTED

McLain’s Shoe Store

EASTERN

Qailings from
^ROCKLAND

TO LET

♦ Summer Cottages *

W. J. TAIT ‘

In 48 Hours
Rheumatic Agony Gone

Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

REAL ESTATE

Ere

MISCELLANEOUS

^y0ec/c/inaL^e//s

B

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE

Light Trucking

OUB.
FpRINTING

Walter Dorgan

STRAND

•

Every-Other-Day
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OCl ETY.
In nddttlon to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE . ............ . .............. 170 or 794

Mrs. William H. Rhodes enter
tained at luncheon and contract
yesterday at the McLoon cottage,
Pleasant Beach.
Mrs. Nellie Dow was hostess to thc
Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday evening.

Miss Barbara Karl and Maurice
Pitts entertained at a wienie and i
marshmallow roast Monday cvening
at the Karl cottage. Megunticook!
Lake. Swimming and bbating afford
ed pleasure to the guests who were j
Jessie Shute, Phyllis Snowman, j
Louise Fields, Emma Pierce, Harriet1
Lufkin, Lillian Cole, Frances Chatto,!
Harold Snowman, Bernard Nelson, j
Larry Mondean, Eddit Lofman and
Millard Hart.

Mrs. Sabra Chandler and Mrs.
Mrs. B. B. Smith and Mrs. M. R.
Pillsbury were in Portland Tuesday. Jessie Dolham were guests Sunday
of Mrs. Chandler's brother, Bert,
Mrs. Fred P. Colson and her par Skinner in Camden.
ents, Mr and Mrs. Myron Hahn go
Mrs. Myron Mank was hostess to
to Vassalboro tomorrow to attend
graduation at Oak Grove Seminary the T.&E. Club yesterday.
Saturday, when Mr. Colson will join
them. Mr and Mrs. Oolson’s daugh
Mrs. Ella Grimes is at her Crescent
ter, Flora, is in the graduating class. Beach cottage for the summer.
•
Mrs. E. K. Leighton and Mrs. Elmer
C. Davis were among thc guests at a
dinner party given Tuesday night by
Mrs. Albert T. Gould of Waban, Mass,
and Thomaston.

Mr. and Mrs. Oharles W. Sheldon
are at Bowdoinham today to attend,
by invitation, the annual field day of
Col. Dummer Sewall Chapter of Bath.
Thc lunchein takes place at the home
of Miss Clara Newhall Fogg, State
The EFA. Club was delightfully
librarian.
entertained yesterday afternoon by
Mrs. Lillian McRae who has sub
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H 8pcar are
stituted in the club several times
at Moosehead Lake on a fishing trip.
through the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Moses of Lis
Hiram Ulmer. Miss Melba Ulmer
bon
Falls were guests of Mr. and Mr.s.
and Lestyn Thompson of Friendship
motored to Augusta Tuesday on a G. A. Lawrence Sunday, at Crescent
Beach.
business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett of
Glens Fall?, N. Y.. are guests of
Mr Daggett's mother for a few days,
while Ralph is having his annual
vacation.

E. E. Gillette and daughters, Mrs
Edward Wheaton and Miss Mildred
Gillette have returned to Newton
after a short stay at their Crescent I
Beach cottage. They come again,
for the summer, early in July.

Barbara Gray celebrated her 4th
birthday Tuesday afternoon and was
a charming hostess at her home on
Suffolk street to Donald Snowman.
Corinne Smith and Kenneth and
Bobby Chatto. The refreshment
table was festive in yellow and
green decorations, and a pretty birth
day cake occupied a prominent place.
Barbara received many nice gifts.

Miss Barbara Blaisdell is home
from Lasell Seminary for the sum
The Past Presidents Club of Ed mer.
»
win Libby Relief Corps recently held
Mrs. Percy E. Demmons gave a
a card party at the home of Mrs.
Millie Thomas. Buffet lunch was dinner Tuesday night at her homc in
served, and the attractive prizes went Thomaston as a birthday observance
to Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Mrs. A. D. for her sister, Mrs. A. P. Heald. Red
Morey, Mrs. C. E Rollins, Mrs. Orrin and white predominated in table
F Smith, Mrs Edward Baxter, Mrs. decorations and appointments. The
Thomas McKinney, Mrs. Oardner guests were Mrs. George A. Wooster
French and Mrs. W. H. Anderson. and Mrs. George W. Smith of Rock
There were eight tables. This was the land, and Misses Mary McPhail.
Jessie Stewart. Margaret Ruggles,
final party in the series.
Helen Carr and Blanche Raysor of
News has been received here of the Thomaston.
marriage of William C. Bird, for
merly of Rockland, to Miss Julia
Mrs. C. M. Kalloch and Mrs. Flora
Coleman of Holyoke, Mass. Thc i Folsom of Boston are guests of Mrs.
couple will reside in Holyoke.
W. T. White of New York at her
summer home. Spring HUI Farm.
Misses Mary and Josephine Wood Chickawaukie Lake. Mr. White will
side of Freeport. Mr. and Mrs. Rich
Join them for the weekend.
ard A. Rhodes of Portland and J.
Herbert Carver of Vinalhaven came
Mrs. R E. Estes will be hostess to
to attend thc funeral of Mrs. Ellen thc Woman's Auxiliary of St. Peter's
Baker.
Church this cvening at her home on

A note accompanying thc usual
prompt check for their newspaper
subscription, states that Mr. and Mrs.
John Z. Lull of 542 Rush st.. Chicago,
expect to be in Maine this summer,
which means that they will occupy
their Crescent Beach cottage and also
that they will be warmly greeted as
usual by the many friends here.

COMING EVENTS
CAST SHADOWS BEFORE
Believing as we do that the summer business will be much
better, we have placed extensive orders for summer mer

chandise.
Our new Spring merchandise must be sold immediately, and
to that end we are giving our customers this opportunity

to buy at true bargain prices coats and suits of the usual
Fuller-Cobb-Davis quality.

ALL DRESS COATS REPRICED

$25.00 Values to

$16.50

$16.50 Values to

$12.50

OTHERS AT $10.50
Colors—Blacks, Tans, Blues and Grays
Sizes—For Misses and Women

Models—Scarf Collars, Fur Edged Collars and Fur on Sleeves

Summer street.

/

Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Rankin have
as guest Harold Trafton of New York
Mr. Trafton plans to spend the
greater part of the summer in a mo
tor trip across country, including a
visit in Texas and to the Century ot
Progress Fair in Chicago.

Alan L. Bird was in Augusta Tues
Miss Ruth Bucklin of Portland Jt
day
on business.
guest of hcr aunt. Mrs. Frank Oreg
ory, and other relatives for thc week.
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike has been
Mrs. Emily Greene is spending a spending a few days with Mrs. Ralph
few days with Mrs. W. R. Lufkin at L. Smith at Crescent Beach.
Cooper’s Beach.
Browne Club is to have a covered
—
John E. Knowlton has as guest for j dish supper tomorrow at cottage of
thc week David Thornton of Taunton, Mrs. Donald Karl, Megunticook Lake.
Mass.
If stormy the affair will take place at
______
Mrs. Karl's home on Granite street.
Mr and Mrs. Alonzo B. Barton
and children of New London, Conn.,
The Outing Club had 1 o'clock
are visiting relatives in Tnomaston luncheon yesterday at thc home ot
and Rockland. Junior was taken Mrs. A. J. Bird.
very ill shortly after arrival here and
js at Knox Hospital for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Oordon Spaulding
arc spending the week In Portland
Alice Elaine, daughter of Mrs.
and Boston while Mr. Spaulding Is
Elizabeth Barton, Orange strcct, is a
having a vacation from thc Gulf Re
patient at Knox Hospital.
fining Co. Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
Miss Flora Colson who was home Spaulding of Thomaston are caring
from Oak Grove Seminary for the for the children in their absence.
weekend entertained thc post gradu
James and Barbara, children of Mr.
ate class Saturday at hcr cottage at
and MrA. R. C. Wentworth, who have
Ash Point.
been very ill with car complications,
Mrs. Harry Leon of Charlotte, are convalescing satisfactorily, now
N ,C.. has arrived at Ingraham Hill being able to sit up cach day.
for her annual summer sojourn.
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent was in Ban
She ts accompanied by hcr son Harry
who modestly bears the new honors gor yesterday.
which came to him June 1 when he
Rev. Frank Luce of Dorchester,
graduated from the Annapolis Naval
Mass.,
who has been at the Luce
Academy, standing 58 in line of pro
motion out of an entering class of homestead. Camden road, for a few
613. Two W’eeks hence he leaves fo- days, had' as his guest Stuart Pope
Tacoma. Wash, to Join the cruiser of East Milton.

Chicago and will be transferred to
Mrs. Ruth McBeath who has been
the cruiser Houston when it returns
in Pasadena, Calif., for the winter
from China. ,
season plans to remain there for the
Specials for balance of this week summer. She has taken a bungalow
—large chicks, several breeds, $1 per in the suburbs and will be Joined a
dozen. White Pekin ducks 25c, Bronze little later by her daughter. Miss
Turkey Poults 45c. at Stover's. Rock Barbara McBeath, who is attending
land. Complete line of feeds and the Laughlin Training School tor
Nurses, Kirksville, Mo.
fertilizers.
67-69

ON SALE BY

Fuller - Cobb - Davis
mcBrine-mcintosh

The wedding of Edgar Burns Mc
Brine and Addle Loretta McIntosh
was solemnized Tuesday evening at
7.30 o'clock at St. Peter's Episcopal
Church, Rev. E. O. Kenyon offici
ating.
The bride was gowned in brown
and yellow silk with matching ac
cessories. She wore a corsage of
white sweet peas. The couple were
attended by Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
MacDOnald of Rockland. Mrs. Edna
Brown was organist.
Thc bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. McIntosh. She is a
graduate of Rockland High School,
class of 1030. and attended the N.A.
I.D.C. School in Silver Springs,
Maryland, for a special course, in
the interests of Lamb's Cleaning and
Dyeing Shop, where she was em
ployed. Mr McBrine is the son of
Mr., and Mrs. Arthur McBrine of
Glassvllle. N. B. and is employed at
Al's Barber Shop. He ls a mem
ber of the local branches of Masons
and Odd Fellows.
The young couple will make their
home at 22'.i Elm street.

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

sonic hall. Harbor Light Chapter, Mass., arrived Wednesday for a visit
O.EJS., will furnish the banquet, Mrs. with relatives, and incidentally to at
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club Hildred Rider as chairman, assisted tend the Commencerilent exercises
and their husbands were entertained by Mrs. Marie Bisbee, Mrs. Erlene of R. H. S.
Monday night at supper and bridge • Davis and Mrs. Orra Burns.
Mrs. Joseph Mayes and son Samuel
Newton Graffam, who has bcen in of St. Louis and Philadelphia are at
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
New York for the winter months, re the home of W. I,. Ballard for the
Carroll.
Mrs. Albert Larson Is confined to turned home Tuesday.
summer. Young Samuel is a very
Mrs. Heibert Lovejoy Sr., • f Bos- promising violin pupil of Felix Sal
her home by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear and j ton is visiting at the home of Mrs. monds of thc Curtis Institute of
daughter Thalice returned Tuesday Joseph Thurston.
Music and will continue his study
night from Amherst, Mass, where
Mrs. Josephine Sellars has returned here during thc summer months.
they attended the graduation exer from Vinalhaven where she spent
Hollis Watts of Boston was a caller
cises of the State Agricultural Col the past week with relatives.
Wednesday on Mr. and Mrs. Frank
lege. their son Philip being a member
An O.ES. School of Instruction for Priest.
of the graduating class. He returned this district will, be held at Rockport
Commencement exercises of the
home with them.
Masonic Hall sometime in Septem- } class of 1933 R.HJS. will take place
Thc annual meeting of thc R.H.S. ber. under the direction of D.D.G.M..
tonight at Town hal'. at 8 o'clock with
Alumni Association is being planned Winnifred Conley of Camden. Work
the following program: Campus
for the evening of June 14. at Ms- will be exemplified by Harbor Light
Memories and processional, High
Chapter.
School Orchestra; invocation, Rev. F.
Mrs. Ethelyn Wilson Robertson of F. Fowle; "Tales of a Senior Class":
Cambridge. Mass., was In town Tues Prelude (salutatory) Solveig Heistad;
day and Wednesday calling on old The Landlord's Tale, Edwin Annis;
time friends. Mrs. Robertson was Historian’s Tale, Ernest Whitney; A
We have a small assortment of
formerly a Rockport girl, and this is June Song. High School Chorus;
LADIES’ HATS
her first visit here since leaving town Barrister's Tale, (will) George Hall;
In Navy Blue and Black
Gypsy's Tale, Louise Morong; I Love
about 30 years ago.
Which We Are doling Out For
The Tuesday, Afternoon Bridge! a Little Cottage. Girls' Chorus;
$1.00
Club was entertained this week at Poet’s Tale, Augusta Noyes; Coach
OTHER HATS IN
man's Call. Franklin Clough; finale
the home of Mrs. Frank Priest.
Mrs. Minnie Piper has returned irom (valedictory) Mary Veazie; class ode
Straw and Silk for
a visit with her daughter Mrs. Mer (words and music by Lawrence
$1.98, $2.98, $3.98
Snow), Senior class; presentation of
vyn
Bird in Belfast.
ALso a Few
The people of Rockport deeply
Mrs.
G.
F.
Currier
was
hostess
to
CHILDREN’S HATS
the Trytohelp Club Monday evening. mount the death of Cyrus H. K. Cur
for 25c and 59c
Maynard Graffam, a senior at tis at Philadelphia, news ot which
Eastern State Normal School, was at was received early yesterday. Mr.
Curtis wns one of the pioneer sum
home over thc weekend.
ROCKLAND
393 MAIN ST.
Mrs. Agnes Upham of Quincy,^ mer residents of Rockport, building

ROCKPORT

HAT SALE
Sat., June 10

Crockett’s Baby Shop

hls cottage, Lyndonwood, on Beau way," and class colors, blue and sll
champ Point more than 25 yrars ago ver.
Out of respect to hls memory flags
are at half mast throughout thc
town and all places of business will
be closed during the hour of thc
funeral services Friday.

diplomas, Supt E. L. Toner; reces
sional, High School Orchestra. Cora
Whitney will act as stage director.
The class motto is ' On Life's High

The Courier-Gazette

JUST A REMINDER
THAT THE

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Is Still In Progress At The

PALACE CLOTHES SHOP
CAMDEN, MAINE

Men’s Suits............................... $4.65, $9.85, $14.75
Men’s Shirts.............................. 49c, 59c, 79c, 94c
Silky Hose ............................................................... 9c
Silk Rayon Shirts and Shorts............... 29c (4 fcr $1)
Men’s Pants........................... 84c, 95c, $1.39, $2.45
A Selling Out Event That Has—
A THOUSAND HONEST BARGAINS
IKE BARKER, Manager
68-It
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New Crepes For Spring
Dust Prevention Is Health Insurance
By DOROTUY SYLVAN
NHALATION of dust is definitely
harmful and for this reason every
effort should be made to keep the vi
cinity of the home as free from dust
as possible.
With the advent of open weather
and the passing of the rainy season,
the dust problem will be with us
again. Therefore precautions to pre
vent the presence of the dust in the
home and about the yards where the
children play are absolutely neces
sary.
The principal source of dust ls un
paved roads, and particularly those
in small towns which are not im
proved in any way. We are ail fa
miliar u'ith the clouds of dust which
arise from such highways every time
a vehicle passes, especially on a hot
summer day Such dust, according
to physicians, is dangerous to health
and especially to the health of grow
ing children.

I

KfTects on Health

Pneumonic infections, including sili
cosis. a fibrous tissue growth in the
lungs, are among the effects of dust
inhalation, and particularly of the in
halation of sandy dust which is high
in silicon content The latter definite
ly restricts production capacity and
eventually shortens life Because of
this threat it is absolutely essential
to guard the family against the dust
menace.
The property damage caused by
dust is also important. From three to
six cubic yards of dust i< blown ol
the ordinary gravel or dirt road in
front of the average house every year
Such a quantity of dust is equal to a
layer one inch or more deep over
every square inch of floor space in the
average home Dust which is ground
into rugs and furniture, or becomes
embedded in curtains, makes the task

TRIBUTE TO “OWEN"

PROUD OF PUPILS

Former Vinalhaven Man Dis Mrs, Elsie Gardiner Gilbert
cusses the Late Mr. Lyons

Teacher of Class Which

As a Bandmaster

Won High Honors

Fine Quality + Fair Price
• = GOOD VALUE

Of much Interest to many Knox
' Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
• • • and it is upon such GOOD
In one of hls charming stories Edgar Oounty readers, especially those in
VALUE —that SALADA has built the
IN TIIE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Allan Poe has this rare and beautiful Rockport, will be this clipping from
expression—
largest tea business in North America.
C. WINNIFRED COUGHLIN .... Librarian
a Waterbury (Conn.) newspaper:
“Eloise, Eloise! I call your name,
Even- week-dky: 9 a. m to 8 30 p m.
"Fifteen pupils of Mrs. Elsie G.
and from the grey ruins of memory a
IF GOD GAVE ME A GARDEN
Gilbert, civics teacher of Leaven
thousand
echoes
are
startled
at
the
i If God gave me a gaiden.
I
Where phlox and popples grew.
sound."
worth High School, have earned a set
With china-pinks and heart-ease
These words came back to me, as of books valued at $25 by achieving
And larkspur's June-tlme blue.
I All other Ills I'll pardon.
I read ln the May 30 edition of The one of the two highest averages in ,
Content with musk and rue—
Courier-Gazette the death of Owen
"Fresh (rom the Gardens"
. If Ood gave me a garden
■ia-A
Where bluebells sipped the dew.
P Lyons. The memory of Mr Lyons the northeastern area ln a competi
This Is the month when the least
comes back to me like strains of tive examination on current news, I
of us gardeners may proudly surj familiar music, for this man 1s a part national and foreign, sponsored by a
i vey his flowery realm and say "no:
of the most fragrant days of my life. magazine for high school ana sec
so bad," for June seldom disappoints
Such a man ls like a tall pine which ondary school students.
I us. In this list one will flnd many
clings to a cliff when the merciless
"Of this group, the highest rating
grip of the storm has torn every other was that of Frank Dlmanno, with a
(helpful suggestions:
tree away. Rising straight and clean mark of 89 percent. The test was
"American Home Book of Garden
and sharp against the background of considered one of great difficulty, in
ing." Leonard Barron.
‘VQNLY
1 the sky the pine becomes a land cluding events in politics of all coun
i "Garden Bluebook; a Manual of
mark. and when it falls the scene is tries, as well as in economics, sports,
' the Perennial Garden," Leicester
never again the same; there ls a sense aviation and other fields of human
Holland.
Mew Vart rarH Eaaklmt. of poignant loss.
i "Garden Maintenance," Henry
activity.”
y^HOVE, ls a smart afternoon
It ls one of Uie unique phases of an
Mrs. Gilbert, the teacher above re
i Ortloff.
frock in one of tbe new spring idealistic childhood that there is no ferred to, ls Elsie Gardiner Gilbert of
"Adventures in Flower Oardenrayon crepes that drape so walL background of experience against Rockport, daughter of Mrs. A. J.
| ing." Sidney Mitchell.
Tbe piped neckline and the attrac
From the editor of
“House
Beautiful
Gardening tive belt buckle are style features, which to place a community or a life. Gardiner
A
boy's
home
town
is
the
most
won

"Scholastic."
a national magazine for
Manual.”
and tbe screen print on tbe cleaves
derful town tn the world, for lt Is the the High School classroom Mrs Gil
"Annuals in the Garden," Henry la also a refreshing note.
only town he knows. So the out- bert received this letter:
Ortloff.
“You will be glad to know that the
"American Home Book of Out j phy." Durant: “Second Twenty itanding men in the town are won
derful men. for they are the biggest group of students which you entered
doors," Ellen J. Wangner.
I Years at Hull House." Addams;
ln the second annual scholastic news
"Adventures in My Garden and "Epic of America.” Adams; “Life and men he knows.
Lights
Mr. Lyons always seemed to mp to examination have earned a prize for
Rock Garden," Louise Wilder.
Instantly!
I I," Bradford; "Emerson." Van Wyck
be a big man I saw him as postmas one of the two highest averages ln
"My Garden." Louise Wilder
i Brocks; “Up the Years From Blooms"Adventures in Dish Gardening ' bury." Arliss: "Ellen Terry and Ber ter, town clerk, villain in more than the Northeastern Zone. Thirty-seven
one melodrama staged by the thousand students, representing 500
akes roning
Patten Beard.
nard Shaw.”
Thespians of my home town, and as schools, took the examination. The
"Landscaping the Home Grounds
Maine Books and Authors: "Maine
— Cut* Ironing Time One-Third!
a worker in the stonesheds. But my average grade was 45. but there were
Leonidas Ramsey.
of the Sea and Pines." Dole and most vivid and compensating memo
a number of perfect scores ln Part IEvery woman owes it to herielf to hive
Gordon: "Arundel," Kenneth Rob
one ot these irons that saves her health,
Through the cooperation of mkny erts; “My Garden of Memory," Kate ries are of him as leader of the Vinal Although this prize goes nominally to
strength and gives her more leisure time.
friends in responding to our pleas Douglas Wiggin; "Tristram." Edwin haven Band. Mr Lyons would, the group, you should be congratu
With a Coleman you can do your Ironing
when
some
difficult
passage
required
lated
for
your
ability
to
inspire
stu

during Book-Oivlng Week the li Arlington
better, eaaier, in H leas time and at ■ coat
Robinson;
'"Stepping lt, take his cornet from his lips and dent* with this comprehensive
of only X#an hour.
brary is able to add many new vol Westward." Laura E. Richards;
The Coleman Lighu Instantly . . . heats
umes to its collection and to replac ? : "Renascence and other poems." lead the band, beating time. But he knowledge of today's happenings "
quickly. Heat may be adjusted for light ot
many of the dilapidated copies which i Edna St. Vincent Millay: "Goodly was never ostentatious. He had men
heavy work. Sole plate ia tapered just right
DON’T SUFFER FROM
have served thelr purpose well. The Heritage," Mary Ellen Chase; "Best under him who knew how to play, I
for easy ironing under buttons, under pleats snd along seams.
CONSTIPATION
and
he
was
one
of
them,
reserved,
The always hot point , . . gracefully tapered .. . llipa easily Into
library extends iU sincere thanks to stori„ of
Ornf Jew#tt .
Use “Nu-vt-Ia” Herb A Iron Tonic
dignified, yqt impressive 'When, all to regulate the bowels and correct
hard-to-get places.
all who helped in making this wee-c lec(e(J and arranged by wu!a Cather;
too rarely, "Owen'' played a cornet constipation like hundreds of others
THE
COLEMAN LAMP &. STOVE COMPANY
such a success. For the many ,.portrait of an AmerjCan." Robert
Wichita. Kan..
Chicago. UL
PhflaJalphia. Pa.
Loa Angelea, Calif.
solo, I sat ln a condition of admira are doing, large bottle $1.25 at your
others, who would like to contribut? Tristram Coffin
Druggist's, or mailed C.O.D. by Freed
tion which bordered on awe.
a book or two. remember that every
man Medicine Ca, Stonington Maine
0R19X)
I can never think of Mr. Lyons
5OTh89
week is Book-Giving Week at the
DEBORAH M. MILLER
save as an extraordinary man. His
library.
------position as leader of the Vinalhaven
Mrs. Deborah M Miller, grand- Band always placed him on a throne
Although the chief aim of the
mother of Mrs Gwendolyn Marshall, before me. as a lad. The band was
public library is the giving of serv- j
deputy county clerk, died Monday at always regarded as "the best in the
ice. lt is most gratifying when wc i
ran be of special help in fulfilling a San Luis Obispo hospital following State and I have reason to believe that it was, in many ways a
one's needs. Such service was ren- a long period of failing health,
rare group of musicians. There were
dered this past week ln response to | Born in South Thomaston, Maine,
men. ln the Vinalhaven Band. 40
a request made by the celebrated May 3 1850 Mrs Min€r was 33 vfars
years ago who were artists. Any one
wthor of adult and Juvenile books.
{he tjme of
g Fol!owin|
ot these men could have played in a
Thames Williamson of New Harbor
cremation, the ashes will be sent to; great orchestra or band. Mr Lyons
He desired the material as refer
'
a
»f <“ls peerless orence. in aiding him in the writing of the family home in Maine.
hla new book. The library has s ’ She came to San Luis Obispo in 1 ganization
1915 to make her home with her son.
I have often wondered how many
number of his writings, his most re- (
other Vinalhaven men drifted away
rent "On the Reindeer Trail" was a , the ^te Dr Byron Y. Miller, and haa
resided here since that time, of late I »">m Th« Island" bT lhe remorseJunior Guild Selection of the pas:
years making her home with Mrs. 4«ss current of the years, have carried
year.
(
J with them the affection for Mr
GASOLINE PRICE
Pnnr
Ipt tell
Another Maine author contributes
Four >vparx
ears ago virx
Mrs. viii
Miner
leu and
anai1 Lyons which I have held as a priceless heritage? There must be many,
1 outstanding success, and within , broke her hip and since that time
k.A
„„
in. 1 for other lads, like myself, must have
,l
Rect n-ooir
miHiitinn it wax ' ntiu been un inva.ia. Dtspitf? ner in
TtSe Lnh i-y she remained cheerful and thanked their stars that there was
listed as a best seller. Az> tne tATUJ J J
.
.lnrinna hanri and &nrh a
Turns" bv Gladys Hasty Carroll is optimistic and continued companion* 8- ••<>“ band, and such
noble
and
effective leader.
‘(
an intimate and delightful study of ship with scores of friends who noo
It seems, to most of us. as we pass
Mother Milcalled
regularly
to
see
New England. Born in South Ber
l*r" as she was affectionately known, Into the mellow shadows of life's aft
tick and having spent her earlier
1
«... she
.k. unconsc.-1 A devoted member of the Christian ernoon, that our lives are Ineffective;
days in that. 1locality
Church. Mrs. Miller was always inter that our influence such as lt ts, ls
ously caught the Inwardness of the
ested ln her fellow members and was too superficial to last. Yet, who can
life she has pictured and has made
known for her many acts of kindness overestimate the effect upon boys
very character as vivid and well
and girls of such a life as that of Mr
and her charity.
realized as an individual. It is ac- j
Two sons have preceded Mrs Miller Lyoq^, a life which will always be
claimed as a contribution to an un
in death. Dr Byron Y. Miller, and Dr. associated with a great band? It al
derstanding of the real American
John E. Miller, both of whom prac- ways delighted “Owen" when I
pirlt. The book will be ready for Uced
gan Luis OblsJ)0 f<jr
stepped into his shop, as I always
circulation within the week.
I
Survjving relallves are Bylon did, and told him what a remark
I H. Miller of Durango, Colo , Allen B. able man he seemed to me to be. I
Books, like people, often ctage a j
Miller of Springfield. Vermont, Zane never have been able to think other
comeback "Looking Backward" by j
E. Miller, John M Miller and Francis wise. The iridescent threads of Mr
Edward Bellamy, was read by the E. Miller of Philadelphia, all sons oi Lyons' life are woven into the very
former generation and more or less Dr John E. Miller, one brother, J pattern of the thinking of the men
forgotten. Today it is on the reserve i LeRoy Allen of South Thomaston, who were boys when he led our band.
list and is in constant demand |
Not long ago I cut from a post-card
and Mrs. Marshall of San Luis
on which was printed a picture of
Strange to say it is considered a fin - QbjSpo
exposition o( the modern idea called
81nc-, the death Qf Dr M1Uer Mrs Vinalhaven drawn 45 years ago the
"technocracy. This accounts for it Marshall has devoted her entire in minute section depicting my own
popularity.
terest to the loving care of her grand neighborhood. With infinite patience
and artistry, my beloved uncle F. H.
mother.
The flag which the library now
Winslow
made a replica of that sec
Mrs. Marshall is one of the best
owns was given by the Auxiliary cf known and beloved of county officials tion—a picture some 24x12 inches It
the American Legion four years ago. and the death of "Mother Miller,” ts Vinalhaven as I knew it for the
It has floated on high faithfully and who shared her Interests and friend flrst 19 years of my life—“The Big
well but has arrived at the stage ships. will bring sorrow to friends in Shed," the '‘Bee Hive" and a score oi
when it can no longer be repaired. every community within the county. buildings long since brushed away
The beautiful emblem unfurled from —San Luis Obispo Telegram of by the besom of the years, all are
The worth of a guarantee depends extravagant claims that offend
there. It hangs over my desk, and as
our flag pole Memorial Day was lent May 29.
I
look
at
it
the
exquisite
memories
for the occasion by Mrs. Melvin
upon who makes it • Back of the
common sense you will be disap
come back to me.
Marston of 21 Grove street.
THE LAKEWOOD OPENING
guarantee of smoother perform
pointed • Our only statement is
• • • •
Mr. Lyons is a permanent detail in
the
fresco
of
memory
painted
on
the
ance
you
get
with
Essolene
is
the
Our handsome public library has
that this company stands squarely
The 33d season at Lakewood
grown more beautiful of late, opens Saturday night with the pre palimpsest of my soul, and before
Colonial Beacon Oil Company,
behind Essolene as a great advance
through the thoughtfulness and sentation of John Van Druten's that detail I place this wreath of
Inc.,
and
Its
thousands
of
Colonial
In motor fuel—a new standard of
foresight of Mayor Richardson, for comedy “There's Always Juliet.” respect, devotion and gratitude.
the library has received a share of Edith Barrett will be the first of the “Good night sweet prince
Esso Stations and Dealers • This
quality for other gasolines to at
the RFC. work. The interior has guest stars of the season. Others And flights of angels sing thee to thy
Company fully understands the
tain • Try Essolene today. Be your
rest.”
been entirely decorated and the har this season will be Arthur Byron,
John
Harold
Gould
importance
of
such
a
public
guar

own
judge. Compare It with any
monious blending of colors brings Florence Reed, Janet Beecher, Con
Lanesville, Mass.
out the beauty of the original design rad Nagel, Ethel Barrymore, Jean
antee. We mean exactly what we
fuel you have ever used. A single
of 1903. This has been a dream long Dixon and Bert Lytell, as well as
say
when
we
make
it
O
If
you
ex

tankful will convince you.
since cherished but owing to Arthur Allen and Parker Fenelly, the When Your Daughter
pect Essolene to be advertised with
Celered Orange ta Pravant Swbstltwtlan
straitened finances it seemed like "Stebbins Boys" of radio fame. Asj Comes toWomanhood
in previous summers there will be
one that would never be realized.
• e • e
performances at the Lakewood The Give Her Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
Every book is a new book to me atre nightly, except Sunday, while
COLONIAL
until I have read it. Read a few every Saturday afternoon throughteeng
„
O Essolene, Esso, and Essolube—the
which have become mellowed and do out the season there will be a per- jon|c an(j regulator. Give your
5-Star Motor Oil, are sold at Esso Sta
not require wearying attention:
formance, the only exception being daughter Lydia E. Pinkham’a
tions and Dealers owned, operated or
"Glorious Adventure." Hallibur the second week when the matinee I Vegetable Compound for the next
supplied by the Colonial Beacon OU
Company, Incorporated.
ton; "Great American Bandwagon." will be given June 21. and on the Yew months. Teach her how to
Mertz; “Art of Thinking," Dimnet; National holidays, July 4 and Labor ku“r<f ^er health at thb critical
„
,
....
,,
time. When she la a happy, healthy
STATIONS
mQther
“Why We Behave Like Human Day when there will be afternoon per- wtfe
you.
Beings," Dorsey; “Story of Philoso- formances.
Copr. 1988, Esso, Ine.

’SALADA’ TEA

of housecleaning many ttmes more
difficult than It should be and shortens
the life of these furnishings.
For these reasons, dust should bs
guarded against. The only practical
method Is prevention at the source.
In order to accomplish this, unim
proved dirt or gravel highways should
be treated with some material which
will prevent the formation of dust.

Calrium Chloride Recommended
One of the most useful materials fo»
this purpose is calcium chloride, a
clean grayish-white salt which has
the property of absorbing moisturs
from the air When spread over road
surfaces it not only prevents dust,
even In the dryest season, but also
assists in forming a smooth, hardwearing road surface
Calcium chloride is inexpensive.
Road engineers are familiar with Its
use. If your home is situated along a
dusty street or highway, suggest to
your local road superintendent tho
wudom of treating the road with cal
cium chloride Such treatment will
insure a summer free from dust and
Its attendant evils.
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ASK YOUR DEALER

The Colonial Beacon Oil Co., Inc.

Stands Squarely Back of this Guarantee

DELCO OFFERS THE

OIL BURNER

b argain
OF THE YEAR
If you will make it a point to find out about oil
burners and oil burner prices, you’ll be amazed

that this new Delco Heat can be sold at such a
low price. Here, unquestionably, is the bargain of

the year fot reliable, automatic oil heat.

But see—compare—and draw your own con
clusions. We believe you'll agree that Delco Heat
is

the oil burner to buy and install in your home.
Look at tbe rugged construction. See how General

Motors quality has been built into every part.
See how the unit is completely enclosed—how
it burns the cheaper grades of oil with greater

efficiency—how it is protected from excessive heat.
It’s a real, genuine Delco Heat in every way.

And despite the remarkably low price, we offer
to install this new Delco Heat in your home on

easy terms—a small down payment—the balance
to suit your budget.

If not convenient to

call, mail the coupon
for all the interesting

facts today.

ONLY

$
INSTALLED

IN

YOUR

HOME

DELCO HEAT
A

GENERAL

MOTORS

VALUE

ADDIU SS TO G. A. LAWRENC E CO., Inc., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Please send all details about the new Delco Heat.
Name................................................................................. .. ........................ • • •

Address.........................................................................................

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NC
492 Maili Street,

Tel. 260-W

Rockland, Me.

SMOOTHER
PERFORMANCE
Esso

